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Supermarket chain store of the Farmers Institute. ~e~aUrCean ~#t~ievS aid supply Of. agricultural producei once about 15 egg producers in eliminate local producers., dollar per  ddzen. r affairswhen large corpomtines i 
policies are systematically • The Farmers Institute is a _ ms . . . . . . .  • to mevarious chums throughout ~ the region This number has Local chain store managers . And the eggs will be between can force the local producer ~t  
wip ing out a l l  'northern'. nation-~vide organizat ion,  C~rip~ag~?eil~:~|~:rve~nen~ay .thenorth, . " .: :. :,i.d.wlndledt0onemajorprodueer . , • 
are sympathetic towards the two and three weeks old of business in order to sell: agriculture charged a affiliated with the Federation of - .  o_ . - , :  v, , . . . .  "rney are not supporting i at present, because of the local producers but are not in a because . of . normal surplus, produced goods from 
agricultural representative. . Agri~:ulture, the  farmers agr!=¢.ul_m.re m m~r ,  sam m..e local in.du.stry as they, should i policies et'by chain stores. position to buck company transportation sind marketing the other countries.. 
Food chain stores, mostly mouth,piece in Ottawa. ' P~cer~mZ~n,~^vemmen~. _~ : and I. mink that any store that i( Out-of-town agricultural policy, he says. difficuiUesl he rsaid.. . .  apples are sold in i United States owned, a re  Onee local producers are gone ~ . , ,~- - , , , , ,~.~.y~, ,~u~.  aoesDusmess in ;~ .Australian 
currently underselling e gs at a ~ the chain stores may incl'ease agricultural products are not" and takes ,~.~a~°~mun~i:, Pr-°-~uctsc~t m.o.ret~n these Bruggeman said once the last EggS.are currently imported B.C. ~vhile -a  •tremendous 
=. . . . . . .  ~. ~_.; = _. . . . . . . .  --.:. --:---:~ .-.-.-~v, , ,~,~,rouuceo locauy, tiowever lncalegg produeer is forced out from the.lower mainland area surplus exista in the Okanagan;" lnss'to force lceal producers out thepricesoftheproductandthe ~urcnu~ oy • supermarxem, commumt~ snores ve prepar~ t sup~-:markets, which can afford of business because t~e cannot at a cost substantially higher New Zcaland meat is sold while i 
iof business, charged Lcenard consumer will have no Choice : .vve~o nave eom.e_ve.ry to support local indnstry.i, i,.to sustain a temporary loss, are realizeaprofit, egg prices could than the c0st of tocal products. Caodtan producers are facing.i 
iBruggemun~T?~a?e pr sident but to pay the price beoause no serous .  promems w!.m me Bruggeman said there:were ~'underpricing lecal'products o jump to hetween 85 cents and a He said it is a sad state of . Cont'd onPage2 
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Winning Bennet t  boosts  booze : 
woodsmen Beer up 20 cents! 
Winners of the Provincial ' - 
championship sports ,events 
sponsored by the Downtown " The high cost of getting high us, we will have to put our the price of' takeout beer to 
Lions Club at the llth annual is getting higher, prices up to the consumer," Mr. increase whatever the 
Lions Sports Day at LionsPark The British Columbia Tedesco said. government increase was, 
in Thornhill thi'.~ weekend are: government which made $61,5 "Last year there were three however he had not received 
Log Burling: Owen .Carney,. of million profit on Liquor Control increases in wages and there difficulties selling local 
Squamish, Armund Didier of Board sales last year, boosted was talk of increasing the price products and  almost all 
PortAlberni, andIanMoratUof the price of beer and most of draught beer on the table to a vegetable and fruit produets are 
Squamish. In the standing block varieties of booze Tuesday. quarter aglass then and I'm all imported from the United 
chop Bull of the Woods Run Beer has jumped 20 cents a for it now...Everything else has States where a heavy surplus of 
Hartili of Seeks wrapped it up dozen to $2.70 plus 14 cent tax, gone up," he said. produce xists. 
with Ole Eide of Terrace and. from $2.50 and 13 cents tax.' Angle Geeraer% owner- Chain stores have ff monoply 
Alan Boyko of Port Alherni Average brands  of rye manager of the Terrace Hotel on food stuffs, he charged, 
placing second and third, whiskey have jumped40 cents a had no comment to make on the Large c orporations are o 
Peter Holmquist, of bottle, while some exclusive prospect of increased booze merging, almost daffy, to form 
Vancouver easily the oldest brands have jumped as high as prices. ' even stronger monopolies and 
contestant on the field, picked 80 cents. Scotch has dropped a "If we put prices up, we because of the i r  financial 
up first money in the Hand nickle a jug on average brands, wilL.if we don't, we won't and hacking can proceed to do as 
Bucking event with Run Hartill The government expects to it's none of your damn business they cho~e he said. 
and Alan Bcyko picking up the make $70 million on LCB sales either way," Mr. Geeraert said The corporations seem to b~. 
other prizes: this year. ,in a telephone conversation more powerful than the 
The effect of the price Wednesday. provincial government, he 
Holmquist also axed his' way increases on local John Carlsen, manager of the 
for tip money in the pole falling .establishments isn't known yet, Lakelse Hotel said he expected Coat'd on Page 2 " 
conest beating out "Alex however Terrace beverage 
McCraery of Hazelton and room operators anticipate that 
Owen Carhey.. they will be given ~rmission to ~"  '1~ ~ 
meet was<.Dldier with his : " from:20eenis-a,glassto~eenta: - . . . . .  . :  " i '  i /2.:- 
brother Pic~ als0 of Pdff Ail~rni with an~increase :in the price ot. 
taking second and Bill Small of' kegged raughtboer. ' .! ' " 
Vancouver placing.third, Hotel operators recently An increase in:the price of retailers in ~. Terrace have  
milk caused a slight stir in the already increased their~ prices The 'bull' Hartill took the log raised the price of bottled beer • 
chopping medal and. money, at tables from 40 to 50 cents a community of  Terrace this in theamount of the increase to 
week being overshadowed by them, while the other two are 
over Ole Eide of Terrace and bottleandexpectthatthatprice the more significant increase in waiting for word from their Ian Moratti of of Squamish. will remain the same. 
They predict hat the price Of the cost of booze, parent company. f ide  rated the top tree mgnt on: The Bull of the Woods title was taken by former New nearly $1,000 in prize me.hey and trophies at the 1 lth Annual take out beer will jump from It is true however, theprice of Terrace retailers ay they d~ Zealand eer hunter Ron Hartill, now of Seeks. He outpointed 45 Downtown Lions Logger Sports Day. Sunday. 
topping prize by defeating fellow woodsmen to take the provincial title. Hartill pocketed $3.65 to $3.85 which will make it milk has jumped so any persons not make a profit on milk'~they. contestants Owen Carney and 
local ogger Harry Starrett ' a nice even $4.00 with tax. considering making the switch sell for wholemle price ph~ a.i Pro loggers sweat for . from beer to milk b&ause of the fee for handiing nnd packaging.: Cable EyeSplicing was best ,Several dining rooms in the increased beer prices might " -Milk. prices .are. reisti~)ely" 
Completed by Alan Boyko - community .surveyed by the just as well continue in their old uniform at38 cents a q~rt'fol" 
Armond Didier and Vic Evans ' Herald have adopted a wait- way. i -  ' . . : . .'. homogenized, 36cents for two- 
of Terrace, . and-see • attitude, . neither The increase, instituted by l)ei'-eent; 99 cents to $1.05 for a~ 
commiting themselves to t~e Fi'aser Va l ley  Milk • three quart jug homogenized, 
Terrace logger Gilles Gagnon raising prices or holding the Producers Association will be and 97 to 99 cents for two per" timed the best in th  open log line, 
bucking contest with Ole Eide ~wocents on a quart, three cents cent ; 72 to 75cents-for a half 
h and honors CaS Ralph Tedesc°' owner" °ha half gall°n and tw° cents °n gall°n h°mogenized and 68 to71 • second and third respectively. ' manager of the Skeena Hotel a three quart jug. cents for two per Cent. ' Giant "open power saw said in an interview Wednesday The jump was caused in this Bill Inglis, manager o f  
entrants aw Inn Moratti walk that he had been given no. area by the Dairyland milk .Dairylandsaid the increase was i 
away with first with the other . notification by the LCB of a depot, a member of the Fraser necessary for three reasons. 
two prizes going to Holmquist- British Columbia's best element',luck, to " place for and every event sponsored by it with I~igh Class entertainment price increase. Va l ley  Milk Producers The.. government has" 
and Eide. loggers were in town over the the money in the provincial receives province wide for a low cost. Vendors must receive Association. Dairyland supplies announced" a '20 per hundred 
The chokerman's race was weekend to compete in the championships, recognition...thereby The out of town contestants, psi'mission from the Liouor the majority of large retail weight increase to the farmer. 
won by Bull Hartill with local Downtown Lions annual Terrace was selected as site . increasing the flow of traffic fully realizing the skills of local Control Board before they can" .stores in the Terrace Area. coupled with a 10 per cent wage 
logger Nick Pologian taking Loggers Sports meet. ' . for the provincial into the community the event is entrants," 'gambled that they boost prices, even though the Frank Bros. Dairies, of increase ffective April 1 to all 
Almost 50 of this province's championships because it is held. were better and in some cases Cost of beer and liquor may be Terrace announced that there unionized dairy workers, as 
second and Vic Dedier placing best loggers pitted their skills universally known as the sports ,  spent considerable sums of increased to them. third. The loggers would be no increase in their well as an. eight per cent 
The Canadian Championship against each other for "capital of provincial logger championships brought ourist ' Cont'd on Page 2 "If the price has gone upfor pri~es, incrcaee in carton cests over the 
axe throwing contest was provincial championship prizes, sports." dollars into Terrace and gave .- Two of the four  major past year, Mr. lnglissaid." i
wrapped up by Squamish logger This year the logging f~tivai The events were, especially additidnal incentive for British ' . . . . . .  • ' 
Owen Carney.. Nick Pologian saw Terrace host the Canadian important toTerrace because of  
Columbians to become involved Subd iv i s ion  e and Bill Small are second and axe throwing championship, the B.C. Festival of Sports in sports and athletics, led third best in the nation. Logging sports, recently involvement. More than half of the . 
The Twin River Timber tug of proclaimed as the provincial The B.C. Centennial Festival contestants entered in the 15 ,n ec  
war team out 'umphed' other sport by premier W.A.C. o f  Sports creates a flow of events were from out-of.town. 
teams in' the field to win that Bennett, is the district's only touristtraffic nto the province The.y.providod local residents 
event, major contribution tothe realm A move by the Central homes' have to be juc~ged on square " foot, where the In any eveni it i sa  problem Obstacle pole 'bucking was of professional sportk. 
finished off with Niek Pniogian ._ The meet, the. l l thAnnual Mayor's Mortgage and Housing their own merits, notonpast  minimum necessityinTerrace that cannot beso lved  
• meet ing Corporation in approving reputation, he said. is only S0 pounds per square fout immedlately and will demand a
Inn Moratti and Ron Hartlll Downtown LioneLogger Sports . . . .  : i mobile home units for R-I Some of the new units have a for a housel whiehgives youan greatl deal ofthosght over the 
taking one two three day, was financially aided by ,. ap rail l ine o, ,ndication of the permanence of .next fewmonths, MacDonald respectively, the British Columbia FeStival of ' : • , ' 
Sports and sanctioned by the~ t o  I n  has left Terrace planning withstanding 75 pounds per these newunits. .sa id, :  .... . - 
Lions Club planners.have Canadian ; Loggers :Sports i , - ~commit tee  cha i rman in the  " " " " ~:~ '  " ." , : '  : .  .~, . , .  
already -~tuck their heads Asseoatlon. 'horns of a dilemma. 
together to see how they can theThrOnnvgSZfs~cta~eajoyed Terrace Mayor Vie Jolliffe bring a tr,mendous economic, The decision will allow i, t anyone who owns 'a CMHC .~ , ,~, .iF ~ 
improve th i s  year ' s  u . .yuay. towa~n~epro " was .. expected to retut'n to andpopulation.growth to the approved * ,<"  ..~ ~'  : 
performance next year.:Lotsa , :w~a~r~tv~)Uct~O~e2,7 ~ ln  prizes 'Terrace Friday from what was  Terrace area, Jolliffe said. mobile unit to park it on a permanent foundation in 
luck guys-  If you do better nex[' _!p . .  _ cm]m: planned as a marathon meeting i Jolliffe, who expected to any area of the community . . . .  
year you should be put up for ,.~rne .~ggers._aepen.~e~ " O n of mayors, north of the 52rid muster support from the , i The problemfacing alderman • " 
the Nobel Organizers prize aftor " ~lrou~iU~o~,t%~d~ol~.OD!a~lneo ~, i para l leL . . . ,  . ~~ KltimatandHazeitonmayors in . . . . .  
sorting out the United Nation's ! . .  p ,  . . . . . .  ,'.'~,o Y,:: : 'rne.meeting Ileld in prince : a'ddition, to the mayors: of Sp0nsor 0f a subdivision solely ~ ~i !  
problems. '.~ram.~ng,i~i:ano me :/unKnown -,George Thursday, a lf011ow-up, several smaller communities 
• : for this new type mobile homes, 
.and . continuation ,; of ' a": in central,northern B C. ;' ~,which, MacDonald claims ~t'~'"'~"~'I"]~P'[~ il ~$~]t~! ,  I!~.~ : 
• . ," presentation ~o~ Otta~va o fa  expected to meet stiff woUldbe'the ideal solution. ['~: :jYii ! '~  ~]i~!~'ti|l!t ' l!"i~:'i. ' : 
b r ie f  outlining ,Lthe opposition from Princ¢~ George ' ! ' : , . There  is. no question of i!!~  : ~,i~ : '  '~h [!! 
t.ransportation :. faci l i t ies' ;  which ls attsmpting tohave any snobbery, Mr. MacDonald said, J ~ i ' ' ! .; i 
The clouds are conling. :. i: ; ~ '" | .  natura l  resources ,  and  rail or road link with thearea i t ' s  ~simply a matter of ...~ ~i!ii~:ii~'i~i):i~i~i~i ~ ~  
economics. 
Peoples, attitudes toward ..... ~ ........ .............. ~"'~ ~ '~..~Y~,~7~.~t,~.~ 
:-mobile homes .could cause a I .  . i . . . . .  . .:: :...~. . 
The prediction from the weather office for the next three,days | availabili~ of Skilled:labor :in ' brought down through, the ~ ~ " ~' i: . . . : i  
showsinereasing cloud coverage on itq way in, bresking u[0 the I the area north of Clinton to the .Prince George area. ~ . . . . . . .  .... 
la~hst~ch0~!forbr ~riflfu!. days. ~.,._~.. ,'.~_.L,~,=.~i ~±.T' [~ ~| .Y~0n border, was ~Xpected to : :  Prince George expectsto be . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  " 
- - - . . , i  l lU l~ j t  a l lU  t l i l l iU lU l l~  ID  i i l i l i l l l~  l iu l in  w | m  a ' ~ s  ~ . • o , , - , • ' , i ' , '~ ;~ '~ ' ' ' ' •~ ' : ' ,~ ' t ' ,  +~ ~.~T- , ; ,  • ; , • i  , , Y , , t until the mayors reachl supported in their bid by .the home valued at $35,000 to drop ~ . . . . . . .  , .~ few elouds but Sundays forecast shews mainly cloudy skies with s me ' '  . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' "  "'": . . . . . . . .  : ~ . . . . . .  '..,~;.'./ ,~., i~..t n 'ohnn~,~.nf ~.ni, ~ . . ,: . , .  : . ,  . [ .. 0 ag.reementas.t0.where a . westerly community of Prince .;.to $25,000 overnight if. mobile ~ .~.. . . . .  t ..;..:. ~;,~:: : .' ,,: . ..:'.<:,~- ~ .... 
" 7~=';=7_.T2.'.':-'.'L..:L_L.L_._J._~_,~'_._=L_='.. ':. ==.~. . I ,: p roposea  ra i l ,  f lnk 'o f :  the :PGE:  Rup~t ,  in  re turn  fo r ;  P r ince  un i ts  were  to  n love  in to  h i s '  . . . .  4 q ': . . . . . . .  ' [ ' ' i  qq :]::~ "~ '~ 'q ' l~ ' '~: i ' : '4  i ~ : ' 'lq' ~ 7'~'I~ 'llict~iliV~rilUll~lilirul~ll~lil~ul°utll~lW~lBllllllan°i~Url~ I ~ld CNR ra  . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  , . . . .  : . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  ' r " [ il. lines will be .... Geerges support of a Rupert -,neighbourhood • . . . . .  the  days  and  between 40 and  45 a t  n ight ,  ~ , . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - • - : . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  i sken  off ' , " . . • , ', bid t0 become a major northern / But on the other hand people 
TheweathersummaryfortbelastthreedaySshews: , .  ! Mayor Jolliffe pre~ent~' :a~ .... seaport, . 'hti,,;earighttoliveundap~rson ' . : , : ..... : . . , . ,  = . 
The sumn~i'u for May sliows the'a~,er~ge temperature for the I brief at the meeting In an effort ! i  The resource area Jolliffe is. !i:should'have: right to erect 
month at.48.7 degrees which is~ abouti degrees below,normal. |. . to bring the lirie which would < conc~rned'~wlth';tncludes th  i any/:.iapproved 7unit i in  a : W: ' /  ." " ~"  " - ' : '- "" ~ 
• i The high temperature for May Was 7'/oaths llth with t lie low: | "  ear.ry"natu~al, resoui, ceS from ~ coastal strip:".from ' Prince:' Y~|deatlal zone, MacDonald -"rms Is the new look in mobile I~omes, one of da s b ta  : '  . . . .  " . . . .  ~ tiCs'be ' " son , y u re built tos ifit~ yore 
lnerowaB',lmmmcno~ralnmmayanoau.aceolsllow' ' ' .~ Ter race  'Clown ' ; . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  "' . . . .  ' 7~ ~ ' ':~" :" : :" ' M0 i t  a " : ~ -~ '~V~,! - - - - -~- - - - -  
[ 1 . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ' ] ,'~ ~ : 1 ]"  " ' : . . . . . .  mrough the  Te le  raph .  Creek ; .  the  S l l k ln~ ~ ~.,+,, . . . . . . . . . . .  , , g ge~and,  i l ous ing  fol -  e re¢t loa  in  R -1  Causd l ln  . . . . . . . . .  " : . . . . . . . .  " [ 1 1 ~ ' ; ~ 1 
The months precipitaflon was less th~nlml[ o~ the lua l .  [; ,Terraeo,Hazeiton.Kitimnt~i.j,, r ': m, .~tn . t¢ l t l .=t~. .  . .  . ,,7,i~.Q~ever,:we must consider  rekide~tlal-r~..nnvu,~,.~i.eono~.. - . . . . . . . .  .., ; ,hu~.ei ls l~;.mly~ t im Out 
' ' . . . . .  ~ '  ; . . . .  : '~: " ' ;  ':, " The  h i  ve  f f  k c - -=" : - ' : - "  " '~ ' / : L , -  :~:-,,".'-,-:.,-~ , ' ,?r,- , ,  ~:-"-.':~ :, L ,~t t~m new ap  rovod  n lob l le  ,, dbth  " . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  v~ m un iv  ~ som.e lmng sur l i l y ! ion  i l~e l le i l=mlyt i  
, | : i  0 u ce .~ lwou ld  . . . . . .  Ceat i l  onPa  eZ . . . . .  ~:~,,-,,+ .~: . . . .  ! ! , . eyn~tlcekllkethemobi!ehomesofb, one <li - . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................................ . . . . . . .  g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y g ve with I t  n~ lo t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Loggers compete 
Cont'd from Page i 
money to enter in the events. 
The contestants were great 
specimens of skill as well as 
physical design. 
A former logger, Peter 
Holmquist of Vancouver, picked 
up two first prizes and a second 
even though he is no longer an 
active logger but a logging 
mach inery  sa les  
representative. Holmquist, who 
was possibly the oldest 
contestant on the field, injured 
his back in a logging accident 
years ago but still defeated his 
younger more agile contestants. 
Ron Hartill, a former New 
Zealand professional hunter, 
picked up almost $1,000 in prizes 
and money and walked off with 
the most honored title of the 
day_the Bull of the Woods. 
The Bull of the Woods is the 
contestant who is considered 
the best logger of the day and 
proves it by winning the most 
events and enlarging his 
pocketbook. 
Titles are not new to the New 
Zealander who immigrated to 
Canada with his wife and family 
in 1969. 
He is considered by most the 
Egg war 
Cont'd from Page l 
The provincial government 
has asked agricultural 
producers to "hush, hush" the 
situation while they are 
negoitating for a better deal. 
B ruggeman sa id  
supermarkets located in 
Terrace buy little or no locally 
grown products but profits 
realized from such stores are 
funneled to the companies' 
main offices and are not used 
for the further development of
this area, he said. 
In this way they would be 
establishing good public 
relations by supporting local 
industry, badly needed in the 
north, and recirculating capital. 
Unless this type of policy is 
implemented, the growth of 
secondary industry in the north 
will be negligible, he said. 
At present anyone 
considering getting into the 
local agricultural industry is 
"nuts", he said. 
Manitoba is currently testing 
in the Supreme Court its 
recently erected trade barrier 
to control the import of eggs and 
chiekeffs'- ..... ~ . . . . .  " . . . .  
The control barrier, 
supported by British Columbia, 
is based on a quota system and 
minimum price board 
empowered to apply to both 
domestic and other producers. 
At the Supreme Court 
hearings in Ottawa, B.C.'s. 
representat ive  George 
Cumming, ran into some 
crossfire from the presiding 
judges for his enthusiastic 
support of the Manitoba policy, 
Cumming said a province is 
entitled to create favorable 
marketing conditions for its 
producers. 
cost logger in Canada having 
won every describable title 
including top performer at 
Vancouver's Pacific National 
Exhibition said to decide 
Canada's best. 
Hartill, now residing in Sooke, 
on Vancouver Island, attributes 
his healthy bank account to 
hard work, practice and more 
practice. 
"Sport Logging is the fastest 
growing entertainment sport in 
British Columbia," he says. 
He faulted the press with 
giving the sport very little 
recognition i the past but says 
its status among sports writers 
is speedily improving• 
"Logger Sports are the 
industrial sport of British 
Columbia," he says and should 
be more widely acclaimed in 
the news media because the 
lumber industry is B.C.s' 
number one industry. 
"This sport is a real crowd 
pleaser and can continue to do 
nothing but grow," he said. 
Booze 
boost 
Cont'd from page I 
notification from the Liquor 
beard as of Wednesday, the day 
after the price increase became 
effective at the government 
liquor store• 
The lounge price of bottled 
beer will remain the same, 
while the price of drinks at the 
table may go up slightly, Mr. 
Carlsen said. 
The price of draught beer will 
be going up, but it will most 
likely be a province wide 
increase rather than just in 
Terrace he said. 
Col-Cel 
dividend 
The board of directors of 
Columbia Cellulose Company, 
Limited, has declared a cash 
dividend of thirty cents (30c) 
per share on the issued and 
outstanding $1.20 preferred 
shares of the company to be 
paid on the 30th day of June, 
1971, to shareholders of record 
at the close of bhsindss on the 




NEW WESTMINSTER - A 
warning that new approaches to 
municipal finance in B.C: are 
urgently needed was made last 
week by a member of a-joint 
provincial-municipal study 
team. 
The growing demands of 
education and social welfare 
are stripping the municipalities 
of the financial capability'to 
Wovide basic services to .their 
residents, says the report of 
T.J. Plunkett Associates of 
Montreal, who represented the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities on 
the 1968-70 joint study into 
provincial-municipal finance. 
Continuance of this trend will 
bring about the end of effective 
municipal government and 
"have  unfor tunate  
consequences for community 
living," the report said. 
Plunkett said local 
government, which is closest 
and most responsible to the 
people, must be given 
increasing capacity by the 
provincial go government to 
provide "the primary services 
considered essential to the 
wellbeing, safety, and the 
pressing and complex 
requirements of citizens in their 
communities." 
The study team found that 
most of B.C.'s municipal 
population today is highly 
urbanized and most district 
municipalities, once mainly 
rural, are virtual cities. 
(69 percent ) of the people are 
concentrated in the 21 
municipalities of Greater 
Vancouver and Victoria. 
Socially and economically, 
however, the municipal 
structure is getting out of step 
because too much of the load is 
dumped on the local property 
taxpayer, the report says. 
Municipalities whose  
spending rates do not keep pace 
with population growth are not 
keeping pace with the needs of a 
growing population, the report 
warns. And areas of rapid 
growth today will experience 
huge expenditure growth in the 
future when the population 
demands those services. 
Per capita spending for many 
municipal services increases in 
direct relationship to population 
growth;--, faster ~-~,~growing. 
municipalities have bigger 
expenditures. 
RALPH NELSON-SMITH, OF MER- 
RITT. likes the mobility of this fork- 
equipped Caterpillar 950 Wheel Load- 
er. He logs about 30,000 fbm per day 
in wintcr~35.000 fbm in better weath- 
e r - fo r  Aspen Planers Ltd. and he 
bought the 130.horsepower 950 1o 
release a crawler tractor for skidding 
chores. The 950 is easier ,to operate 
and all' in all, says Nelson-Smith; ,"i 
wouldn't go .back to a track loader".- 
He. gels good parts and repair service 
support from Finning's convenient lo- 
cation in Kamloops as you can f rom 
I ' F  ' i 
replace an 0ther-make track, loader, the Finning operation in your area. • " 
: He likes the mobility and versatility of If you are thinking of a new mfi- . : : .  
the ~ 950: It can get from landing to" chine for. your loading operation, take . . . .  / . :~  
: landing quickly; can move faster and  a look at a.Cat Wheel Loader, backed ,. j : ;  • 
? " easier'over rough going; and; with a :by  Finning sales; parts and repafi" set; 
clean-up blade, slipped "on over tile. vices. See Finning, your • Cate~:pillar : '". '  
:,, forks, it': ~hr~ tidy up the landifigs and Dealer.- , ~.: ........ :,; 
Keith : ' 4621, .... Road  
. . . . .  . .  Phone 635-71144 j: 
m H i , 
The assets of Terrace and District Credit Union passed the $1.5 Union, which also has lent out more than $900 thousand for 
million dollar mark on May 19. ?,{ore than 2,000 credit union mortgages. On May 20 first depositor of the day Mrs. Margaret 
members have deposited more than $1 million with the Credit Ilobenshield was awarded $50 to commemorate he occasion. 
New teaeh ing  method  
Teachers to use  auxil iary aids 
A new method of using 
teachers is beginning to reek 
the educational boat. 
The system, known as 
differentiated staffing, is 
raising hurrahs in some 
quarters and hackles in others. 
The system came under 
discussion at the North Coast 
Branch of the British Columbia 
School Teachers Association 
seminar at Skoglund Hotsprings 
Lodge this past weekend. 
Don Cunningham, principa ! of 
Skeena Secondary in Terrace, 
says the new method is an 
outgrowth and refinement of 
team teaching and the idea of 
"the teacher and his staff," 
beth of which recognize a 
diversity of teaching tasks. It 
also proposes the use of ~ 
auxiliary staff in schools to 
relive teachers of nonteaehing 
duties• 
The method not only provides 
a better deal for the teacher but 
more personnel for "the same 
number of students without 
increasing costs, he said. 
Career teachers are currently 
stymied from attaining a higher 
goal once they reach a certain 
level• The only way open to 
them is to to become involved in. 
administrative duties which 
reduce the number of hours 
they spend teaching students• 
Differentiated teaching is an 
attempt o identify the goals 
and objectives of the teaching 
profession...having identifiable 
goals and needs and providing 
an organization or staffing 
pattern to meet hese needs, he 
said. 
Teachers with expertise tn a 
special field and not necessarily 
with a degree in education can 
be hired. 
He compared the new method 
with that of those currently 
implemented in vocational 
schools where teachers who can 
teach in a specialized field but 
are employed• 
This way there is an idea of 
the needs of a pupil and goals of 
a program, hesaid• 
Minimum qualifications to 
teach in a special field will have 
to be set. 
Under the proposed system a
master teacher,trainees (,vith " 
university background) and 
teaching helpers would be 
hired. 
This will give incentives to 
persons wanting a teaching 
career. 
It is a plan for recruitment, 
preparation, induction, and 
continuing education of staff 
personnel for the schools that 
would bring a much broader 
range of manpower to education 
than is now, about 50 school 
trustees, teachers and teaching 
resource people from 
throughout the province were 
told. 
In a report on differentiated 
staffing the group.• was told 
that: "The main thrust b~hind 
differentiat "ed staffing is to 
upgrade the .quality of 
instruction and to provide more 
ind iv idua l i zed  learn ing  
programs for students." 
Chargex. 
::::i:i::;' card. 
1"  . " "  
~: : : . : .  : : ~ :  
' i' ¢ ..~.' ...... 
Watch ing  your  fami ly 
grow is one  of the most  
• beautiful things in the world. 
Working together. Playing 
'together, Enjoying life. 
O f  course,  organiz ing 
your affairs plays a big part in 
making life beautiful. Espe- 
cially in matters •financial. 
Now and then most growing 
• families can use a little help 
with money matters. 
"And that ' swhat  we de- 
signed the Chargex Card for. 
To help the average family 
out around the house. 
And since we're talking 
about the average family ( 1.9 
children and 2 adults), let's 
start at the beginning. 
Babies. 
You know how expensive 
babies can be.When a baby 
arrives, he expects to have a 
lot more at his disposal than 
diapers, And when h0 wants 
• , t . something, he ~ on t wa~t un- 
til payda~ to ask for it.That's 
where Chargex 'can help. 
It's honoured by such a 
wide variety of shops and 
services (265 different cate. 
gories), you can get anything 
from baby bottles to baseball 
mitts.Which brings us to an- 
other part of the family. 
SchooFAge Children. 
They always need new 
clothes.. " " • 
Clothes .  for schoo l .  
Clothes for when riley're not 
at scliool, Not re  mention 
gym su i ts ,geometry  sets, 
new books for.the new. math 
andsoon,  " "  "'- 
When you pint your 
Chargex Cat:d into action, 
you can organize your edu- 
cation budget, With the help 
of theChargex once.a.m0nt[~ 
billing system,iyo.u jean easily 
.keep a: ~ritt6fi(rec'ord of  
 vlayor, s 
, :~ 
meet 
Cont' d from Page  t 
"our brief to me" ma3 , 
meeting will be basel"ha 
assumption that the/Pr0~ I 
rail link froni the ENR and t~ 
in with the PGE willbethker ' 
from the most 'ee6no.ml I 
point," Jolliffe'said, - 
"Whether : . th is  ' Will .be 
Hazelton, Kitwanga or Terrace, 
economies will dictate," he . , . . . . .  . ,  : .  
added. 
"Whatever  the merle ~ Of 
traffic, be it rail or truck, ~ if we' 
~n persuade those doing the 
development in the area now 
occupied by tree farm liqence 
No. 40 that the flow 'of ~affic 
should, be brought do~,n '. i 
present Columbia Cel!ul , 
Road from the Nass,, thr61 
Terrace to ithe enlargedport of
Kit imat, there would, be 
substantial saving~' a.nd 
economy," he said. 
The future of the Di~'triCt of 
Terrace hasbeen based~on the 
projected growth of th~ .area 
immediately tothe north•,of •us, 
Jolliffe said. The District of 
Terrace, with an  estimated 
population of some 10,000, ,is i n 
the fortunate position of the 
bulk of i ts  municipal i ser~ices 
installed and the population 
control centres already 
established and built."* .. 
"To open up new towhsitesas 
a supply base or distribdtjon 
centre would prove both costly 
and unnecessary, if Terrace's 
stragetic positioni ins '  a 
crossroads community isgiven 
serious consideration," ,~o]liffe 
said. 
• , . . I  . 
CENTENNIAL MEMO ,{ . . ,  
In 1862 there were 5,000 miners 
distributed over 60 mil~s of 
interior country. ' ..... 
? . . 
i 
i 
what you're buying and what 
you re paymg. 
....... Morn  ' , ,,., 
Your part is Siriaplc. 
When something has to 
be bought, ~ou have to buy 
it. It's all part of being m6m 
and dad. 
You have a responsibility 
to your family. And we de- 
signed the Chargex Card 
specifically for, .responsible 
people. In fact, i f iwe d idnk 
• thmk you ~could handl~::,t, 
we wouldn t gwe ,t to¢ou. 
That's our ,.responsibil~!ty 
toyou ,  • i ~ 
Look' into it, Chargex C~in 
be a helpful partner in bt:in~. 
ing up your!family. .~:: '.:.:. ~i::\' 
. • . ~ ~:::.j- .... ' i:'.i :.i-,~ 
CHARGEX 
the famiiy canl 
r . 
-;. ~:!:,'~ff.. 
. "L~ . 
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Airborne.u mail . . . . .  ~.::: i! ~ ~ ' : : ~'i "'>;, . ~ ' ~  
chicken . . . . . . .  i'.:, ' ~; ~ ,.;., . . . .  .~-.~- . . . . . .  
Today, as airmail Is whisked 
effortlessly around the world by 
giant'jeis; it is easy to forget ~ 
that he first airmail service got 
off the ground long before the 
firs[a.irplane. . .  ' , ' 
• I .  fact it is now more than a 
century'since airborne mail 
begun - carried by balloon. 
It was introduced in  the 
offtcial sense, dur ing the 
Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 
the first of the truly modern 
wars fought in Europe. Quick 
firing cannon and inachine guns 
revolutionised tactics in  the 
field, and  an efficient railway 
system enable whole armies, 
equipment and supplies, to he 
mobilized and transported 
quickly. The balloon, (tried by 
the union forces during the 
American Civil War and 
abandoned as unsatisfactory) 
played an important role in the 
F ranco-Pruss ian  War ,  
especially inthe maintenance of 
communications. " 
Earlier, soon after the war 
s tar led ,  the French had 
recogriised that Paris would 
likely ~ come under direct 
attack. A colorful character, 
Gaspard-Felix Tournachon - 
usually known by his ncm.de- 
plume 'of Nadar - formed his 
Comvagnie d 'Aeros t ie rs  
Militares'(company of military 
balloonists). 
Nadar. and Ids associates 
were ~ven the necessary 
equipmeht, and a'detachment of 
Marine~, to ' establish 
observation balloon stations. 
aroundthe city. 
Everltually Paris become 
completely cut off by the 
Germans and plans were made 
to send mail by balloon. At the 
beginning of the siege there 
were six, man-carrying, 
balloons in Paris' and others 
were quickly put into 
production. 
Some' 65 balloons were 
constructed and flown out of 
Paris during the four months of 
the siege. Considering the very 
rudimentary training which 
most of the pilots, received the 
balloon project worked 
extremely well. Only six were 
captured by the enemy while 
two others were blown out to sea 
and never seen again. 
Special postcards were 
produced for dibpateh by small 
unmanned balloons and letters 
, • ,'• , 
endorsed "Par Ballon Monte" 
(by manned balloon) and 
examples of these letters, 
though fairly plentift~l, a re  
eagerly sought after  by 
collectors. Several newspapers 
produced special airmail 
editions, while other airmail  
journals and newsletters were 
published to give news from the 
beleaguered, city. 
To commemorate the 
centenary of the sie.ge France 
issueda 95c stamp in January 
this year and showed one of the 
mail-carrying balloons. 
Most countries in the world 
today have special airmail 
stamps including,-up to 1946, 
Canada. Britain however has 
never had special stamps for its 
airmail but instead uses labels -
or etiquettes as they are known 
to collectors. These labels are 
now attracting considerable 
philatelic interest as over the 
past 50 years, since their 
introduction, the lables have 
varied in subtle details of Color 
and printing. 
The airmail abels have been 
available free from post offices 
in Britain in sheet or coil form 
and at one 'time were even 
inclubed in stamp books. Like 
the special labels for such 
things as recorded delivery 
services, express delivery and 
registration the etiquettes are 
finding an increasingly papular 
place in the philatelic world. 
Since the beginning of this 
centuw the labels used for the 
Express Delivery service have 
varied considerably in size, 
shape, color and inscription. 
The earliest type, used in 
Edwardian times, were 
comparit ively large labels 
printed in black on a deep red 
background. In more recent 
times the inscription has 
appeared in white against a 
brown or green background. 
Examples of these labels or, 
entire envelopes are of great 
interest to the specialist 
collector. 
A modified service lmown as 
recorded delivery, was 
introduced inFebruary t961, at 
a cost of sixpence for each 
letter. In 1965 the charge was 
raised to ninepence and in 
February of this year was 
raised to five new pence after 
decimalisation (equal to the old 
• . : i : . :  . : -  . . . .  _ . .=.  - - -~- ' - -Y - "  - 7_~:  '2 -  
" " ~- ,  , - "'-'". t. ~ . . . . . . . . .  
' ' , .'i..~-~'--.--=-'-- :~-~- J - ' :~ ' - '  " . ' - ' - - - - -  ' " . 
• . . . -~ .  ~..... - - _ - . -~- . . - - : . :~-_ -~~.= _..  
• • - .:. ,..,,. 
Airmail services were pioneered by balloonists in war:ternS: coilectors as "etiquettes'. Gro~,ing numbers of philatelists are 
Paris more than 100 years ago. Britain does not issue special becoming interested Inthese labels which have undergone many 
airmail stamps ,,at employs instead sl~eial labels ,  known to subtle design and co lor  ehanges in the pastSO years. 
I 
University 
Qualified tradesmen are m 
greater demand than university 
graduates, according to a 
vocational school authority. 
Approx imate ly  75,O00 
university graduates are out of 
work in Canada said R.A. 
(Dick) Swanton vice.principal 
of the Terrace Vocational 
School at the Third Annual 
North West Loggers Association 
Convention in Terrace last 
weekend. 
"Because tradesmen are in " 
greater demand, many people 
-with university degrees are 
going to have to go back to 
school - trade school, he said. 
Enrollments at the Terrace 
branch of the British Columbia 
Vocational School system 
increased by about 90 students 
during the past year. 
While nearly 250 students 
were registered in courses at 
any given time before the 
gradS mayneed trade 
nearer ~100 students, Swanton construction field,additional engineering and marine 
said. 
This is due to the varying 
length Of time various courses 
take. 
"At the moment attendance 
(enrollment) is down became 
many students are cashing in on 
relatively high employment = 
during the summer. 
While many students use the 
summer to replenish the i r  
finances a number of. 
instructors are at summer 
school upgrading their teaching 
skills, he said. 
" : In  training people for 
industry we try to be as 
industrially oriented as 
possible" 
He told delegates that due to 
the constant change in industry 
tradesmen have to be more 
qualified in their fields. 
With tl~e changeover to. 
crane operators are required. 
Carpenters have to now have an 
ability in welding. More men 
are working in factories than on 
the job site in the construction 
industry, he said. • 
Swanton said men should be 
given permission to experience 
industrial orientation. When 
upgrading an individual's skills, 
that person should be allowed a
series of experiences in various 
vocations in order to make a 
proper career selection. 
Many workers do not know 
what other trades in their field 
involve, he said. 
"They're afraid to try 
anything new - afraid they'll 
fail." 
Although qualified tradesmen 
are required in all fields, 
addiUonal trained tradesmen 
are urgently required in the 
maintenance, he said. 
Terrace offers the only course 
in marine engineering and 
marine maintenance in British 
Columbia - if not Canada. 
Welding is a popular course at 
the school. A short upgrading 
welding course for loggers has 
been well attended, Swanton 
said. "I can't figure where they 
all go to work." 
Of interest to the logging 
industry Swanton said various 
logging courses such as the 
principles of management, 
rigging, and welders upgrading 
courses are available. 
Courses in industrial first aid 
and timekeeping should be 
added to the Terrace Vocation 
School curriculum and a course 
to qualify men for an air brake 
ticket may also be available this 
Motel chain relocates 
A' fast growing Br i t i sh  s t r~tW~t ,  K=lo~.  
Columbia company i s  moving ~ Slumber~:L~e Motels 
,its Head Office from Vancouver 
to thd Interior.. ' . . . .  ~ ' ' 
3.F. "Simtster, General 
Manager .Of ' Slumber Lodge' 
Motels, today announced that as 
of May 28th,: •e Head •Office 
will be located at 775 Columbia 
BIRTHS- 
SCHAFHAUSER - to Mr. and 
Mrs. Dennis Schafhanser, on  
May 21, a son, 
GOODLAD - to/Vl'r, and Mrs: 
Norman Goodlad, on May 23, a 
daughter. 
SCHAPER.KOTTER - to Mr. 
and Mrs. Catrina Schaper- 
Kotter, on May 24, a son. 
K INNEY-  to Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Kinney on May PAth, a 
daughter.. 
presently s i tuated :at nine 
locations throughout British 
Columbia, at Victoria, Hope, 
Kamloops, Williams-~ Lake, 
Pr inc  e George, Smlthers, 
Terrace, Cache Creek and ~ 
'ernon. 
|iotor P, Ilawe=i O,It:.. 
T~r  :c:TpOr ~:oRfST'~u'H d;n¢l I 
No. 103 - ~622 Grelg Avenue " 
Te~rac(~, 6.C. 
Phone: 635-2229 
Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9:30 a.n 
l o  5:30 p.m. - 
'WIGHTMAN & SMITH: LIMITED 
REAL ESTATE ~ GENERAL * INSURANCE 
4611 LAKELSE AVE. - TEL. 635-6361 
TERRACE, B.C. 
See th is  
148 acres properly with ~/= mile frontage on both sides of 
highway 16approximately20 miles west of Terrace. Parcel 
has stream at rear for fishing, boating, etc. $11,000 cash or 
$12;600 t e r m s . .  
Good revenue ' 
Uplier and lower duplex unit plus smal lerhome all on one 
corner Iol in Thornhill area close to school. Wall to wall,  
carpeting, ulilily rooms, double garage with duplex. One  
bedroom house very neat and fenced in. Quality materials 
and good workmanship throughout strudures. $28,$00 for 
entire complex with attractive terms. 
Harry Smith 
635-6361 or 635-2826 
Mobi le  home in treed sett ing 
Befler than new DUCHESS 12 x 48 trai ler  has ful ly wl'n;or0zea 
8 x 16 extension. Located on 88 x 200 lot adiacent o Thornhill 
Golf course. Full pricelotandtrai ler $10,800. 
Roger Vinnedge 
635-6361 or 635-5410 
Ideal VLA  Proper ty  - beaut i fu l  v iew 
New house with many extras, 3 bedrooms, fireplace, wall to 
wall carpeting, carport, bedroom with toilet and washbasin. 
Full basement. Well constructed, this house is located on a % 
acre lot and on a paved road. Full price $29,000 
Cozy fami ly  home wi th  revenue suite 
Attractive 3 bedroom home with fireplace on bench. Full 
basement, fully landscaped. The basement features a 
• bachelor suite. House has a low interest first mortgage. Ful l  
price $24,500. 
John Walbergs 
635-6361 or 635-3677 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH • LTD, 
member 
, _N_ORTHWESTREAL ESTATE BOARD OF B.C. 
carried 
MIm.~)  
by balloon- were shilling), summer, actual enrollment, is precast foundations in the. field 
.3 n "~ ~ ~ "  ~ " ~ " : ' " '~  : . . . . . . .  ( ;  ' ' :~ U - -  -  - - - -  .'3 "" ( :  _~" " :3 ( )4~t :  ~ ] 
b oler 
OVERALL  LENGTH 13' 
OVERALL  HE IGHT 6" -  11 INCHES-  
OVERALL  WIDTH 6' - 8 INCHES " ' ' ' "  "' 
of electronics, marine fall, he said. I i ~,e , 
West-ern Trailer ! 
I n t roduoes . . . .  , 
The 
The Little Big Troller 
g n 
INTER IOR.L 'ENGTH '10' 
INTERIOR HEAD ROOM 6' 1 INCH '.; 
INTERIOR,  WIDTH 6 ~ - 6 ~ INCHES 
$1860 °° 
. . . . . . .  Oe=igned  : and m paot/: Oar,:: 
f 
Chinook By 
- 68'  X 12' 
" 3 BEDROOM 
- SHAG CARPET IN L IV ING ROOM 
AND MASTER BEDROOM ' . . . .  i~!~; : .  
DON'T  FORGET.THAT SAFEWAY AND MANOR MOBILE  
HOMES WERETHE 'F IRST  IN CANADA TO RECEIVE  - ,- 
C.S.A. TOTAL  PACKAGE CERT IF ICAT ION ~. ./" " / , , .  ,-: 
= • . .•  i •. " 
- . .  ~.~ ,~ 
" ' '2 '  ; "  
L..:,;/ 
$12960 oo , Complete Price 
:.~..:i'. ~.11 ON THE.SPOT F INANCING AVAILABLE)  ... :~.;:i;:~.~:. 
A ES . . . . .  ,RNTRAILER: S L 
Hiway 16 ,West Next• to Skeena  Forest*Pr0ductS, .  ,,m,~ ^:,~,- 
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OUR OPINION 
Northern mirage 
That great northern city Prime 
Minister Trudeau suggested he wanted 
young Canadians to build will be in the 
north right enough - about 100 miles 
north of Montreal, the prime minister 
told Canadian reporters touring the 
Soviet Union with him. 
Some of them thought he was joking. 
But since his remarks came after a 
visit to the Russian Arctic the chances 
are he was merely proving that many a 
true word is spoken in jest. 
For that look at the Russian Arctic 
may have removed from the prime 
minister's mind any remaining trace 
of the great northern vision that John 
Diefenbaker saw way back in the 
fifties. 
Mr. Trudeau seems to be telling us to 
forget those visions of great domed 
cities arising in the Canadian tundra 
and along the shores of the Arctic 
Ocean. 
Persuading Canadians to live in 
them, if they were erected, would be 
difficult enough. The history of 
civilization says anthoropologist 
Margaret Mead, is the story of man's 
trying to get off the farm. 
Not many who succeed in escaping 
from the farm are going to settle on the 
frozen Arctic wastelands. 
The point seems to be that they 
really aren't needed.. They are as 
unlikely to appear as that vast network 
of Arctic roads, stemming from the 
Mackenz ie ,  Whi tehorse -Dawson,  
A laska  h ighways ,  that  Alv in Hami l ton  
(then nor thern  af fa i rs  min is ter )  was 
promis ing  in 1959. 
Three  years  ago Dr. James  Lotz, a 
geographer  fo rmer ly  employed with 
the depar tment  of nor thern af fa i rs ,  
said he had  become very  unpopular  
because  he  had  warned that  the north 
was not the untapped storehouse of 
minera l  wea l th  many bel ieved.  
A year  la ter  Dr.  O.M. So landt  of the 
sc ience counci l  pointed out the fol ly of 
bui ld ing Arc t i c  c i t ies  that  could only 
exist  on government  subs idy.  
Because  the imposs ib le  dream has  
gone doesn ' t  mean the Arc t i c  won' t  be 
developed.  I t  wi l l  be by a smal l  group 
of sk i l led men.  They wil l  insta l l  the 
mach inery  to br ing  forth the oil and 
minera ls ,  and  a smal l  permanent  staff  
wil l  operate  them.  Modern  technology,  
in fact ,  suggests  that much of the 
d i rect ion wi l l  be by  remote  control  
f rom p laces  l ike Edmonton ,  Ottawa,  
Montrea l  or  Toronto.  
The Russ ians  had  more  compuls ive  
methods  of mak ing  people go to p laces  
l ike Nor i l sk  and  huge, open-pit  mines  
that demanded numbers  as  wel l  as  
technology.  
Deve lopment  of Canada 's  north wil l  
be at  a d i f ferent  t ime,  in a d i f ferent  
context  and  (the pr ime min is ter  seems 
to be tel l ing us)  in a much di f ferent  
manner.  
VANCOUVER PROVINCE 
"And THIS, my boy-  is your unemployment 
insurance card . . . "  
Bill Smiley 
A sober side to June s delights 
June is one of the happiest 
months of the year in Canada. 
Or it should be. 
In other countries they have 
spring. In this country, we have 
a bleak month before the last 
snow goes, and June bursts 
forth in all her lush, soft 
There's all that glortous 
nature, just waiting to be 
revelled in. And there are all 
those mosquitoes and baclk- 
flies just waiting to revel in 
turning you into a swollen 
porpoise or a stripped skeleton. 
There's all that luxuriant 
grass. But the dam' stuff is up 
a life'nf quiet desperation, thirty 
per cent of them will be 
unbearable, ten per cent will be 
impossible,, five per cent 
unspeakable. The rest will wind 
up having their sixtieth 
anniversary pictures in the 
local paper. 
I'm not being cynical about 
June. I wouldn't miss it for 
anything. I am merely, as 
usual, presenting the facts. 
Ac, fi, lent toll down spendour. to your knees before you get Life is to Live Grass isstartlinggreenand 200 deaths week the cattle fill their bellies with your lawnmower overhauled. the juicy sweetness nf.ter a long And there sall that young life. / ,~ 
, ...... . ..... , . . . - :  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , . .  ....... ~. . .............. . . . . . .  . ............... ............ .~ ~ . . . . .  ~ winter of confinement and'dull Junewasahappy~onth.,for my , " ;..~,,: ~: ; , , ,  ..... ~.~:., 
. . . . . . . . . .  mother, morey~a~'~go than=it . . . . . . .  ~ : " " '  "~ . . . . . . . .  ~,~ v. ...... fodder. 
Young ones of all speeies~. 
actually gambol, snort, kick up 
their heels and butt their 
mothers on one side, then on the 
udder. 
Our trees have forgotten their 
groaning and cracking in the 
teeth of winter; they bow and 
whisper like ladies at a garden 
party while the squirrels 
scamper saucily about their 
legs and the birds twitter '  
among their ample bosoms and 
verdant hair. 
June is full of anticipation. 
The beat owners are painting 
and repairing and launching. 
The golfers are having their 
finest hour before the silly 
summer duffers warm onto the 
courses. 
And school is nearly over. 
And the most beautiful 
marriages ever conceived are 
in the offing. 
It is a month when surely 
every Canadian should be 
shouting, "Praise the Lord", or 
"Let joy be unconfined", or at 
least, "Wow! This is the 
greatest!" 
But a benevolent Providence,. 
in its wisdom, must remind man ' 
that every rose has a thorn, that 
every light contains its 
darkness, that every good has a 
balancing evil. 
It's probably just as well. If 
there were no bad smells, we 
wouldn't appreciate the good 
ones. If we never felt pain or 
illness, we wouldn't appreciate 
health. 
So, in June, as in life, there's 
another turn of the wheel, 
another side of the coin. 
Safety experts from .across national forum on traffic,, home, .. 
recreational, farm and 
occupational safety. 
The working programme 
starts June 7 with a critical ook 
at.the effectiveness of Safety 
programmes and campaigns in 
prevent ing  acc idents .  
Representatives of Canada's 
n~ain safety organizations will 
be on hand to discuss their 
efforts and field questions. 
• Other topics to be dealt wRh 
which are very  much in the 
public eye are: The impact of' 
noise on modern living; medical 
aspects of accident prevention; 
~ew thoughts in motivation and 
i¢ommunication; effects of 
mfety.oriented legislation and 
:tf enforcement in preventing 
i¢cidents and the ,effects of 
mgineering in the prevention Of 
,incidents. . '. . ':. • 
• CEN;rENN~AL MEMO 
In 1862 miners taredin awe as 
Kate Forrester was reading 
the morning paper after her 
husband had left for work. 
Suddenly her telephone rang. It 
was a next door neighbour. 
"Kate, it's just terrible," 
Millicent was exclaiming. "I 
thought with all your 
experience with children - you 
• might be able to help me. Tell 
me what to do. I...." 
"What is it, what's the 
matter?" Kate asked. 
"Can I come over? I must 
talk to you. I'm so scared. But 
VII have to bring Benny with 
me. I can't leave him alone. 
He's got to go to the hospital. 
Oh, Kate..." 
"Stay where you are," said 
Kate, calmly. "I'll be over in a 
few minutes." 
When she entered Millicent's 
kitchen, she found five-year-old 
Benny tucked into a heavy 
blanket, looking very warm, 
cradled in his mother's arms. 
Canada meet in Saskatoon June 
6-9 at the Canada Safety Council 
Conference with the aim of 
working out better methods of 
reducing the high and 
unnecessary •national accident 
toll. 
"Whi le  pre l iminary  
indications point o a reduc..tion 
in the  number of accident 
victims last year, there is" still 
noroom for complacency," J.C. 
Thackray, President of the 
Canada Safety Council, said in 
announcing the Conference 
programme. 
"More than 200 Canadians die 
weekly in accidents, thousands 
are severely injured and the 
annual costs run to billions of 
dollars,'.' he said. 
Traffic deaths and injuries 
deereased more in 1970 than in 
any year since th~ Second 
World WAR. In comparison to 
1969, traffic deaths declined 344 
last year to 5,030. Injuries 
dropped 2,027 to 179,957 or 1.13 
per cent. The first tithe there 
has been decline in this 
category ina~ y years. 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
figures on home, recreational, 
farm and . occupational 
accidents are'not yet available. 
Mr. Thackray attributed, the 
traffic improvement to better 
safety education, engineering 
and enforcement, the three 
areas covered in the Conference 
'programme. The traffic 
decrease took place despite a 
Substantial increase in vehicle 
registrations and licensed 
drivers. 
The Conference is the only 
give more thought han 'it has 
been doing to the matter of 
serving the domestic market. 
A short time.ago I tolii the 
/innual meeting of a forest 
ind~istrial group that "Althbugh 
it is necessary for the industry 
to pay great attention to its 
competitive position in '.the 
foregin markets, there must be 
a recognition of Our own needs 
for forest products. 
"Local g~nd special 
requirments must i'eeeive 
attention and this mea~s there 
is still need for the mill that will 
cut to limited specifications," I 
said~ iadding that "It would he 
an almost criminal act for 
industry to use a publicly owned 
resource and neglect he needs 
of the very people who made 
that resource available." 
Further than this, I consider 
the industry is doing itself no 
favour as it will lose. public 
support of its export actiyitiea if 
needs at home. are not looked 
after. 
• There are other matters of 
concern. By and large We are 
still using lumber and: many 
other forest products in almost 
the same way that we did a 
century ago, while• ,other 
building material indush'igs are 
passing the forest industry by. 
Aggravating this situation is 
the fact that it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to obtain 
the kind and quality of lumber 
at the price that makes it ~ more 
desirable than some other 
product. 
The overall problem of 
competition by non-forest 
product building materials is 
particularly evident in the 
province's chool construction 
program. 
More than three.years ago in 
one of my columns I said that 
mounting school ~:onstruction 
costs in the face of a rising 
school-age population and the 
consequent eed for additional 
educational facilities, were 
presenting problems that 
concerned us a l l  
i offered the comment hen 
that..the,,,problems,., however,. ,
were ones for which the forest 
industry could' offer at ~least a 
partial solution. 
I think now thiscommept may 
have been too optimistic. 
Today, architects, ~chool 
planner% building contractors, 
suppliers, etc., are 'starting to 
work together on school 
• construction programs year by 
year•in the.various districts and 
discovering what is needed in 
the  way of manufactured 
building components with the 
idea of having them mass- 
produced in order to minimize 
construction costs. 
The forest industry seems not 
to have made any particular 
effort to become involved in 
these .discussions and has 
apparently offered .little 
evidence of interest or of any 
research i t  may have done 
towards providing satisfactory 
and competive materials in this 
field. 
The result, has been that 
school construction in British 
Columbia has •gone more and 
2i camels were brought o Yale more "to •steel frame 
as a means of transport for • construction and the use of 
supplies to ' the Cariboo. The . plaster board. And while there 
experiment was unsuccessful, isSome manufacturing of these 
The camels scared horses and • building materials on the lower 
• their hoof pads were unsuited to mainland,: the greater supply is 
the rocky trails. But at least one 
is known to have survived until 
" l~os .  .. 
There .was a gold'strike on the 
Columbia River in the Big Bend 
area in 1864 Which created a 
'new gold rush in the year 
• 'following. Butmany of the 
prospectors earned little or 
nothing.i 
psychologically. Then a friend 
of mine told me about a little 
book called Suddenly It 
Happens - Your Child is Ill, 
published by the Canadian 
Mental Health Association. It 
really helped me, I can tell 
you." She pulled the little blue 
and white folder from her 
pocket and gave it to Millicent. 
"'Here," shesaid, gently, "take 
a look at it while I go and put 
some laundry in the machine. 
I'll be back in an hour. 
Before the hour was over 
Miilicent was on the telephone. 
"I'm phoning the Association 
right away to have one of those 
folders sent to me,". she was 
saying. "It's really great!" 
" Isn't  it?" replied Kate, 
warmly. Then she added lightly 
while listening intently for the 
answer. "Have you passed any' 
of the ideas on toBenny yet?" 
"No," said Millicent, with a 
hint of a smile in her voice. 
"He 's  still asleep - but I sure do 
intend to as soon as he wakes 
up." 
by Cay Wade 
while? He looks very not anti 
sleepy to me. Let me take him 
up to bed, Milly." She looked at 
the child. "Have a nap before 
Daddy gets back, Benny?" 
Benny nodded - wordless. He 
fell asleep almost as soon as his 
head touched the pillow. 
Somewhat relieved, Kate 
returned to the kitchen. 
Millicent had not touched her 
coffee. She was leaning with 
her head on h~r arms over the 
table, her fists clenched. "You 
don't get upset when your kids. 
are sick. I know you don't - and 
I achnire it, Kate, but..." 
' "But I do get upset," Kate 
answered. "It's just that I try 
very hard indeed never to let 
the kids know of the panic 
inside." 
"You-  in a panic? " 
exclaimed Miilicent. "Now I've 
heard everything." 
"Before we met you and Bob, 
when Tim had major surgery, I 
Ruining our earth 
residues to old mattresses are 
dumped off sea coasts annually. 
And this isbut one aspect of 
pollution. It goes not take into 
account he filth pumped into 
/he air every day around the 
world, industrial pollution of 
rivers and lakes, oil pollution of 
the seas and beaches, thus 
killing fish and wildlife. ' 
The only Way to combat 
pollution is to fight it with every 
means a t  our disposal 
propaganda, high fines or even 
imprisonment ~fqr the worst 
offenders, and  !ong'range 
planning aimed at preventing 
pollution. 
"Oh, Kate!" Millicent cried wasn't able to take it. I went to 
out. "Whatever shall I do? pieces in front of Tim. It did 
Benny's got to go into the • him a lot of harm at the time - 
hospital for tests. They're 
trying to get a bed for him now. 
He was terribly sick in the 
night. The doctor called. BoWs 
gone out to get the prescription. 
It's just terrible!" 
Kate looked at the child's Through wor ld -w ide  
face. He was looking up at his pollution, we are gradually 
distraught mother with anxiety ruining our earth. The U.S. 
and fear. It's much more Government, for instance, 
terrible that you should he estimates that62,000,000 tons of 
talking like this in front of waste, ranging from DDT 
Benny, she thought. The 
• .kitchen was overly warm and r  °rN'"ms 
Benny was far  too heavily 
wrapped. "I see you haven't 
made any coffee," Kate  conflict 
murmured, calmly. I've a . ' .' 
whole pot on the stove. Jus t  
wait a moment and I'll go and OTTAWA (CP) - -  Federal 
get it." spending and administrative 
She went quietly out the back programs often work against 
door. But it was:sot alone to get each other and the national 
the coffee. Benny  was  well-being and should be 
Millicent's first and only child, r suPervts~ by an overseeing 
and this was the first time hel ~ treasury board, a Senate 
had been ill. Kate knew thatin' inquiry was told today. 
is: decent o talk about. She 
proudly bore her third son, me. 
But what she got was a sickly 
whelp who cried for two years 
without stopping and barely 
survived every infant's ailment 
there was in these days. 
There's all that anticipation. 
But the boat owner discovers 
that the rats have been at his 
sails, or the termites at his hull, 
or his motor has developed a 
perforated ulcer. And the golfer 
swings too hard on his first day 
out, slips a disc and is out for the 
summer. 
To be sure, school is nearly 
out. But June is pure hell for 
bath teacher and student. For 
the teacher it is a scramble of 
final reviews, an avalanche of 
evaluation, a surfeit" of 
statistics. Fair enough. He's 
paid for it. But he might as well 
be teaching a couple of cords of 
wood. The bodies are there, but 
the minds and spirits have fled • 
through the open windows into 
the musky June air. 
I t 's  even worse for, the 
student. There is that oaf 
talking about poetry when the 
greatest poetry in the world is 
taking place outside that stifling 
rectangular prison. ~ The blood 
stirs,, the limbs go languorous, 
the eyes go glassy and that 
retarded adult up front might as 
well be .talking to himself in 
Swahili. 
As for those beautiful 
marriages, conceived in 
heaven, and time-tabled for 
June, If I had any statistics, I'd 
.say that statistics show that 
fifty vet cent of them will end in 
YOUR OP IN ION 
Editor . ' 
Terrace Herald. think the depression ~ years in i/ i 
' the late 30's Mattwas unable to . :i: "i 
Dear Editor pay his taxes, but think th i s '  
In your issue of May 17th is a unlikely. ~ • - ' ~.  i'. At the tithe the U,S.~entered, ".
write.up of  the Hart Farm in 'tl~e war Joe Hart"  had i~' 
which the writer goes back into established: quite a mink farm : i. ~' 
history to tell the beginning of "on the property, plud~"a ,.few: ~ / ~: i 
the farm. I don't know where ~::heaver'. However, his helper, a . 
.the writer got the information young American, left to join the ~. 
k - :H I~,  , • ]L  her natural distress Millicent :/ Echoing criticisms levelled The  Japanese, for instance, 
• needed help. She also kne~ that by Eric Kterans after he quit are :working on an almost 
she herself was.in possession of the Trudeau cabinet April 29, , Visionary plan bf~ having only 
something that might be just'  Grant L, Reuher told the electric ears in the centre of set forth in the article but they army and the animals had tu be ' 
the [hing, So small and national finance committee Tokyo and eventually other don't correspond with the facts disposed of, . Joe Hart. Ill 
compact wns this something sha various welfare, development, cities so as to reduce air as l knew them. Undoubtedly fixed up the 01dlog 
waSabletoplaceitinthepecket : public • service and food- pollution. 
i of her jeans before'returning to ' subsidy : programs often The farmwas tarted, not by house and did further building, 
.Millicent's kitchen with~ the : conflict with over, all goals of ' ' / i  . Mr. Hart, but was the ' The Columbia .Cellulose .' ' '  
'steaming coffee, . . s tab leeconomic  growth, But one of theproblems with homestead of .MaR Allard, a &anted the: ,property, and 
Millicentatill sat with Benny Prof, Reuber. head of eco. pollution., i s  that= talk...ls far half• breed trapper and eventually Joe sold'it J~ ;~m. .~ 
oui~rlap. S~wasdabb lngat  nomics at University Of easter : than actibn,' "Tlie ~rospector who took up the about'ten'years.ago .~4hen 
her eyes. It b so unexpected, Western Ontario, presented a dreamers can draw up all kinds homestead and. built- the log • moved to the head Of ~e lake 
so frlghfful,"she murmured as ~ levgthywritten submission i  of plans, yet unless there is a .  cabin about. 19!2. Matt lived . ~ind bought :[he original Anaie 
Kate returued.i : . i association with eolltague i natiormlandindeedaglohelwill/!there/steadilyu'htilhe.retired o/"Ross •home and 'that ~!6f her  " __  
~'Kate filled two cups, "YOU l~a!d  G. Bodkin. . ~ to change things, pollution can Duncan, en'Va0couyer Island, %!nenhew, Cenroyi RodswoedWds i ~ l  
make it ~sound catastrophic,'" . . .Thl, ~nators are soliciting only get worse ' 'All of:us must around 1938.JoeHart was quite :~na~ed', afro? fliCk/Ross fa~ii~ ~ '  "~" l~  
she'said,¢obly, : 'But it doesn ' t '  tdeasohiinproved ways.to run be prepared.to~ spend time as a regularsummer ~'lkitor to the/'!h. : .~-:-=f~ i " ' ,~! :  ~ ~ =. '  ; ' /!~?'~', : l~  
" ha~tobeata i l ,  y0ulmow. And ' the.eemomy while avoiding wellasm0neytoflght:amenace. ' r a durin~?,~the, i93o,s : . i l  
! " don'ty0uthff|k~nnyw0uldhe' xcess ive .inflation '~"and that i sasbadas  warfare'anti eventudlly. ~pUi.chased /the/.,~.~i • ::':~;,~::'" ~,R~R ~":F,~nkR'Oad ::": :'~':MM 
: he~r  ~ off in ihis bed for '  a . unomploYmeat.. :' . global over-population . prol~rty from :. MatL .I don't . '. : .  '; '.' ~. Terrace ' ' ' " 'U  
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brought in fromeasternCanada. 
This; in a province which 
prides itself as one of the 
world's leading producers of 
forest •products and. which is 
making.considerable effort to 
convince overseas markets of 
the desirability of wood m- 
aterials in construction, •strikes 
me "as a rather ridiculous 
position for us to find ourselves 
in. • :• :  '• •i 
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Te  :6, , ~ ": Terrace District Counci l  has' ."  di,eumled .! me ' : i i u t~ ~: 'i+ole I ':.Of 
rrae.e.', area approved a grant  ~f $14,200 fo r  librariesli.sald'Patterson):wn° 
n gamnmmum the Terrace .Public L ib rary ,  recomm~nded:~h~t ' /Te~raee  
~0 r re t~na.Dxe : members  were *t01d a t  a board  : : L ibrary, .Beard call :h ~ meet ing 
s0~t:.Cl.rinl~, me~t ing May 19. "<, ~:. - w i th  o ther  . 'areal , . . l ibrary,  
~.e guilty o f  an ~. Ass i s tant  l ibrar ian Margaret  . ,assoeiat ldns:-  to:  d iscuss  the 
~e !~anaman Bart lett  :. will: take.  part  in~ a poss ib i l i ty~a"reg!ona i  l ib ra , .  
i : ! '  :'::" '~ I "work~h0p'  : : ' fo i ' " "communi ty  servme.' " ' "  '~ + ' '  
istrict school I l i b rar ians inVancouver June  13 The Board. had. tentatively set 
a bottle dr ive I through lS under the audpices of such bmeet ing  for . the fall. : :" 
to lhe Herald ] th  L ib rary  •Deve lopment  L ibrar i~nMien '~/anHnekwas 
~nable :to get  ]' Commission . . . . .  • 
mt av iece  for . Mrs. Mar ianne Boyd will 
vy c'ollectedin a t tend  the B ,C . .  L ib rary  l ~ l '  T~ 'N?~ 
~m. <- • ' ' i convention inNanc6uve i  June [ J L  ' q , .~  II a I ~ l . l . : J  
the  Hex'ald 18, as well ~•th~'  Canadiah I '  ~ ' . . . . . . .  ' " 
Ithough most " Library Convenhon June 19 and I .. ' , - " .: r'., 
:he :minimum 20, i ' I 18 year  old Theodore Grant  
i drink bottles . L ibrary board  member  Stan I Was sentenced • to th ree :  
my are in.the Pat terson  "reported on the I .months  .• in ; - ja i l  • .when he 
My 20 cents-a Cit izens • . .Confe/ 'ence r 4 " 0 n  I ~ ' . p l e a d e d  guilty, to a' charge  of 
,tiles,' .• L ib rar ies  which was .he ld  in ] theft  under 'S50  Wednesday  
.~ chapter  22 of Victoria. May.19 .  " " .. I"m0rning. "~. . .  . ._ . 
ated' that . "no  Af th~ onnf~r~no~_ d~l~al~.~ I " ' +~' '", ~- " + " 
o r  ~offer for 
carbonated  
dr inks in. a 
etal container 
~r use off the 
t they~are sold 
le unless, the 
t , ' "  : "  ; .  i -%+/"  + . .  : : ;~ ,  
'~ ,~ ~ - ' p r ~ ~ ~  
On ; J ib~ary/ser+ICq.: ; ,~'to 5e
: qons ider~,  wb~: : t~ i l  Beam 
meets to d~ide ~~:whether  
Ter raceL ibrary  should be open 
Sundays, ~: :: ' . . . . .  ~ ~ L :+ '  
~. L lb r~r Jan .  van ,  Heek says  
.Sunday:  0pen ing  hour  .would 
~extendl ibrary serv ice to many.  
!+ Workingpeople'+who cannbt .visit 
the , l ibrary dur ing  weekdays. 
r 
BEAT 
~The charge  arose . f rom an 
• inc ident  last Tuesday *afternoon 
~in: .. ,which Gradt  ~.. was  
apl~rehended after shop-lifting a
pa i r 'o f  pants valued, at  $12.95 
f romthe  Terrace Co-op. " " (  
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Changes contemplated 
to  prospeering laws : 
The IL('. ('entennial 71 Caravan will be in Terrace next week. 
A t the library 
QB VII 
by Leon Uris 
; Doubleday and Company 
This 500 page novel deals with 
one question -- is Dr. Adam 
K~lno, the Polish surgeon, 
guilty of having performed 
surgical sterilization of 15,000 
Jewish concentration camp 
inmates during the final years 
of WW II? 
Throughout he first half of 
the book we see Adam Kelno in 
his day-to-day role as a surgeon 
devotinR his energies to caring 
for the sick, hidden away from 
the world in the jungles of 
Sarawak. Then Dr. Kelno's son 
grows up to meet the 
accusations of an adult world. 
Dr. Kelno is finally forced to 
come to grips with the issue -- 
either he must expose his 
background in court and quash 
the accusations forever, or he 
must accept lifelong alienation 
from his doubting son. 
Detailed scene after scene in 
court relives cruel years in the 
Nazi prison camp as lawyers for 
Kelno fight to clear him of the 
charge of sterilizing Jewish 
teenagers for political reasons 
rather for medical necessity. 
Many of the scenes are vivid 
and brutal, but no one could 
describe the scenes as dull. 
If you have come to expect a 
Leon~Uris novel to be colorful, 
factual and suspenseful, QB VII 
should not let you down. 
Baby. It's Cold Inside 
by S.J. Perelman 
Simon and Schuster, N.Y. 
S.J. Pereiman possesses that 
quality essential to humorists --
the ability to make a mountain 
out of a molehill. 
For instance his chance 
encounter with a rude salesman 
leads Perelman to write about 
?~ 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'. ~'.~ :' 
HOW TO GET 
BY C. SANDECKI  
an imaginary school in London 
where clerks, hairdressers and 
shoe salesmen are taught how 
to discomfit patrons with a few 
well chosen aids. And a ten 
line AP news report of people 
who are allergic to work leads 
him to describe his problems 
getting his gigantic barn 
repaintod by two men who 
suffer opposite effects from 
their affergies to work. 
You can read Perelman 
purely for laughs, and get 
your money's worth, or you can 
settle down along with an 
Encyclopedia Brit., an atlas 
and a disctionary to get a liberal 
education i gebgraphy, politics 
and s~rts, all of which he 
writes about with first hand 
familiarity, employing a 
freewheeling vocabulary. And 
when you have finshed this 
book, you can ask the librarian 
for his other 18 books. 
HARPOON OF THE HUNTER 
by Markoosie 
McGiU - Queen's University 
..Press , 
~" :Th;s is" the first published 
Mobi le  h i s to ry  
vans  to v i s i t  
Sunday and Monday, June E 
and 7: The British Columbia 
Centennial '71 Caravan will Lx 
in Terrace. Doors will be open 
to the public from 12 p.m. to 10 
p.m, Sunday and from 10 a.m. to 
l0 p.m. Monday. Children must !
be accompanied by adults, 
Admission if Free. 
L.J. Wallace, chairman of the 
B.C. Centennial '71 Committee, 
says "comments in the visitors 
book indicate the caravan is 
appreciated by thens of 
thousands. •'' 
"The Caravan creates an 
awareness of the tremendous 
growth of the Province in its 
first I00 years of Canadian 
confederation, and kindles 
interest for further explorations 
into the past." 
The caravan consists of three 
trailers, which contain displays 
ranging from historical to the 
resources and industries of the 
present. 
Age trips up jewel 
• LONDON (AP) - Advancing 
years caught up with Arthur 
Settlefield. 
.So did the law. 
Settlefield, 61, planned a 
smash-and-grab raid on a 
jewelers in London. He decided 
to use a bicycle for his getaway.• 
a court was told recently 
figuring nobody would stop an 
thief 
corner Irom a store where he 
had spotted a $10,000 diamond 
necklace, and made his play. 
He smashed the window and 
fished out the gems. He made 
off - but found he couldn't run 
fast enough. He was caught 
before he reached~ his bike. ,,,, 
"His age slowed lii/n dowri," 
explained his lawyer. 
The Northern B.C. Chamber 
of Mines has received 
correspondence from the B.C. 
Department of Forests stating 
that certain changes are to be 
made in regulations governing 
the disposition of timber on 
mineral claims. 
The 'Northern Chamber' had 
suggested that certain changes 
be made in view of the current 
difficulties in handling the 
matter. 
At present he Prospector oi" 
Mining Company, wishing to 
investigate a mineral deposit 
through removM of overburden 
most, if there are trees on the 
ground, apply for a 'l icendeto 
cut'., when he receives the 
licence he may then cut the 
amount of trees allowed under 
the licence and in the area 
designated. He must 'deck' 
(pile) the logs and advise the 
Forest service When this has 
been done. "" 
The 'deck' is then put up for 
public auction, whereupon, if 
there is a bidder, the logs are 
removed by the successful 
bidder. If the Claims are 
situated in a place where no 
road exists over which to'haul 
out the logs, then the Prospector 
or Company is required to pay 
'stumpage' on the timber which 
he has 'decked'. 
While the 'Northern 
Chamber' is in full agreement 
that cutting of trees must be 
When.  you 
don't know who 
to turn to . . . 
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kept• to a minimum and 
regulations ar~ mandatory to 
assure this, the process of 
sell!ng, whiehis out of the hands 
of the Mining people, tends to 
drag .on unti valuable time is 
lost in which work must be done 
on the Claims. 
The 'Northern Chamber' has 
sugges~d that the 'lieeaee to' 
cut' be retained as a means of 
control over quantity and  
location of cutting. 
Changes. are suggested that 
would enable the cutting o f  
specified /imounts of. trees in 
inaccessable, areas without' 
stumpage being paid. The 
'decking' of trees should 
continue to be.done, along.with 
a l l  measures possible to. 
o. .  -...* 
eliminate fire hazard and insect 
infestation. 
• Where ". timber :" eatS., be 
removed by road, the pre~oss of 
removal and  sale should be 
expedited,'.;.. ~he suggested 
changeiwould see immediate 
removal of the timber. 
When the Claim owner builds 
a road'*through timber under 
approval from the B.C. Forest 
Service, he should be allowed to 
sell the timber from the right of 
way to ass!st in the cost of 
building .the read.; New roads 
are assets for fire control and 
' reereatiohal~ activft Jed, 
provided the travellers practice 
'care in 'travel; obse~ing gdod 
: f i re  and litter 'disposal 
p~actices. ' ' " ' L 
L.E' PRUDEN :REALTY Ltd.: 
4641 LAZELLE~AVENUE "PHONE:,, ~1~.6371 . I 
V IEW PROPERTY -~"  
Deluxe three bedroom home on choice S acres "with 165' o f .  
view frontage on bench, Dwelling has' large attached garage, ". 
fully furnished basement .with 2nd. fireplace, finished. 
recreation room, etc.-A large shop suitable for use by a log" 
trucking or building contractor is a so on the property and" " 
this can he leased.on a •long term lease from the present ,  
owner if only the house" is purchased. Easy terms are 
available. To be viewed by appointment only. ' 
CHOICE LOTS ..: 
Two very desirable lots are availi~ble ~or someone wishid~ io'  
build a nice home in a good. area near schools. Both lois have ' 
8¢ frontage on blacktop, underground wiring, and m'e on 
sewer and water in a residential one zone, Ideal foi" a prestige 
home. " " • " • 
DUPLEX LOT " . 
One of the.very fewlot~ available in an R2 zone in the 
horseshoe area with 80' frontage. Ideally suited to duplex 
development, its cleared, "~n water and sewer and close to " 
schools. Call soon on this one if you're interested. 
IMMEDIATE  OCCUPANCY 
Three bedrooms, full-basement, fireplace, large landscaped 
lot, L-shaped living and dining room pl~s an extra bedroom 
in a well lit airy basement. Its close in, near schools, and 
priced to sell. Existing mortgage is at a low 8 per cent. 
In addition t0 the above we have a good selection of listings 
featuring both new homes and older homes in all areas and 
priced 1o suit a wide variety of-circumstances as to full price, 
down payment and terms. 
For more information without any obligation call anyone at 
L.E. PRUDEN REALTY LTD. 
• LARRY PRU DE h-  diS-S26.0 
TOM SL EMKO - 635-3366 
• JOHN,_C_URPtE 635.5865 
BIG MOHEY 
OUT OF YOUR HOUSE 
WITHOUT SELLING IT 
Come to Avco Financial 
Services. 
If you own a home, paid for 
or not, you may borrow $2,000 or 
more at Avco based on the 
equity in your home. 
And you can use the money 
any way you want to. 
For home remodelling or other 
improvements.., to refurnish your 
home.., for investments.., you 
name it. 
You'll be surprised how low 
your monthly payments may be. 
And, they can be tailored to fit 
your budget. 
So think about what you could 
do with big money.Then call us. 
i '  
• r.', @ 
: A i  AVCo 
' ii :i. i F INANCIAL  
8ERVICEE 
• . . , ,~  ; ,~ , , ' : .~ :  . 
:~,•;•:~",,)],::!"- 4617 Lakelse Avenue : 
= P" ~'' L~ ' ;~; I :  ' '  ': ;'~ ' ~'~''::' ' ~': :'p'r" ' 0 hone . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  635-7107. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' 
work of fiction written by an 
Eskimo. While it illustrates the 
Eskimo's ability to tell a basic 
story devoid of frills, Markoosie 
has managed to cram in this 
short book all the elements of a 
regular 600 page novel -- 
suspense, intrigue, romance. 
Harpoon of the Hunter is the 
tale of a 16 year old Eskimo boy 
who accompanies his father and 
12 other hunters from their tiny 
village on a urgent hunt to track 
down and kill a rabid polar bear 
before it can do further 
damage. It proves to be an 
eventful hunt. Event piles on 
event in quick succession until 
the 16 year old is the lone 
survivor and his one concern is 
getting back alive to the village. 
By the time he is rescued he is 
weak from hunger and has 
resorted to eating his leather 
packsack. 
Though the story is a bit 
strained in its effort to 
encompass all the elements of 
the larger novel, it is a gripping 
tale and calims one's interest to 
the final paragraph. 
Childrens Books 
IIARRY THE DIRTY DOG 
by Gene Zion 
ilarper and Row 
This latest escapade inthe life 
of Harry, the white dog with 
black spots, finds Harry hiding 
the scrub bush in the garden so 
no one can give him a bath, 
something he cannot abide. 
Pleased with his trickery he 
saunters off through the 
neighborhood stopping to slide 
down a coal shute, play tag with 
other dogs, and visit a 
consfi'uction site. •As hunger 
draws him home, he discovers 
his family no lunge" recognizes 
him -- his activities have 
transformed him' into a black 
dog with white spots. Even 
performing all his usual tricks 
doesn't tip his family off to his 
real identity. '
Longing for recognition and 
affection, Harry is forced to 
take the one step he dreads 
most of all. ' •  
Once again Gene zion has  
written a charming story which 
every child can appreciate. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Kaslo's first newspaperwas the 
; Kaslo Claim, owned by CoL 
R,T,' Lowery. Advertisers who 
were slow to pay found their ads 
turned sideways.< Those Who 
paid not at all .found itheir ads, 
pr!nte du'pslde~!down,The paperl 
'~!ed o ,y  16 weeks: ~" '"'. 
elderly man on two leb urely S ettlefield, who had 19 | ~ 1  ~ ~ j ~ L  I K I  
wheels, previous convictions, wasjailed ialLTIPLi.Ll$TIl|:|iiiYlC! , 
• He parked the bike round the for three years. " " - , - -~  - -  
Lot Clearance Special 
at 
Bob Parker Ford 
"No reasonable offer]  
NO. 251.A I[ NO.56-A  
'65 VALIANT '68 RAMBLER 
t~ 
V-8  auto  Your Offer . . . . . .  ? 
NO. 107-A 
'68 PLYMOUTH 
.V-8 auto. ,  radio,  p.s. & p.b. 
Your Offer .. . . . .  ? 
NO.381-C 
'67 PLYMOUTH 6 cyL, auto 
Your Offer .. . . . .  ? 
NO.171-A 
'66 FAIRLANE v.8 auto. "' 
Your Offer ------? 
NO.236-C 
'66 OHEV IMPALA 
4 dr.  Hdt. ,  283 V-8 p.s., rad io  
Your Offer --,,--? 
NO.248-A 
'67 VOLKSWAGEN radio 
Your Offer . . . . . .  ? 
NO.1-70.A 
'67 VAUXHALL station wagon 
6 cy!., stand.• trans, radio 
Your Offer -.....? 
NO.131-B  
'65 OHEV IMPALA 
V-8 Auto . ,  bucket  seats, p.b. & p.s. rad io  
Tour Offer ------? 
NO.TR-4.70 
' 67 OHRYSLER 
& p,b, rad io  
Your Offer ------1 
NO.44-B 
'67 OHEVELLE-stn. wagon ,, 
V-8 auto. ,  p.b.  & p.s. one owner ,  c lean uni t  
Your Offer ------? 
NO.183.A r 
'66 RAMBLER 
V.8 auto., p.s.'& p.b. radio clean unit 
: Your Offer , - - - - ?  
NO.206-A . .  " '  ' . ' i '  i '  
'65 OHEV IMPALA: : 
NO.103-A 
'64 MERO PARK'LAHE , 
cony.  v :8  Auto . ;  console,  i . 
bucket  seats,  good condition 
J . . . . 
MO.67.A ' 
'64 :OLDSMOBILE Y* . 
V.8 'auto~ ' , 
N01'287-B" ','.'.. ' . . . . .  
| ~ ~  327 v-8, p.b. ~ , .~ .  2 ~  
------1 ), , "--'--1: )i Your •Offer -----'? Your Offer, I ~ . . . .  "I r ,  YourOffer.  
• . - '_ | 
Bob Parker Ford Ltd,.i * 
Phoner/63522801 or 2635,5833. ,  S~lesDept. open9 A.M.t0 9 P.M. Mon.~]0 Fri. , T : . " I . . . . .  " 12:.4 .. 
i 
'84 VALIANT stn, W'gon 
6 cyl . ,  auto ,  rad io ,  c lean  uni f  
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Royal Fiji Military Forces 
F i j  @@~ m . 1 [roop.s here to 
enter ta in  in  two weeks 
Warriors from the SouthSeas Columbia commencing with o introduced around the middle of 
are descending upon British 
Columbia to take part in 
Centennial '71 Celebrations. 
L.J.. Wallace, General 
Chairman of the British 
Columbia Centennial '71 
Committee, announced May 28 
that the Royal Fiji Military 
Forces Band will tour the 
province under the sponsorship 
of the Provincial Centennial '71 
Committee and CP Air. 
The Band will be in Terrace I 
Wednesday, June 16, f9 r: a'n{ 
afternoon parade and an I 
evening concert at the Skeena I 
Secondary School. . I 
The 36-man band will spend i 
three weeks in British 
parade and concert in 
Vancouver. The colorful band 
has gained a reputation-for 
exc i t ing  enter ta inment  
throughout Fiji and on extended 
tours. It is noted precision 
machine, excellent playing and 
eye, catching uniforms, 
The band's headquarters are 
at Queen Elizabeth Barracks in 
Suva, where the eermony of 
beating retreat has become a 
tradition and a tourist 
attraction. 
The Royal Fij i  Military 
Forces Band came into being as 
a small fife band towards the 
end of the First World War. 
After brass instruments were 
1919, the band gave its first 
concert on Christmas Day of 
, that year. The band was active 
until the start of the Second 
World War, when it was 
dismissed. It was re-formed in 
October, 1941, and named the 
band of the First Battalion Fiji 
Infantry Regiment. 
It saw active service in the 
Solomous, where members 
acted as stretcher bearers. Its 
then director of music was 
awarded the Military Cross, 
and a bandsman, the Military 
Medal. 
Easy 
SKim ]vorce$ . 
1 0nha~Pl)ily, niarrled foreign~rs"~l 
i ~ ~  ' Spe¢ial i~in~:' in:  " "/'"" ean'get rid ~0f- their ma~s 
l ' " . . . . .  legally by paying a thi;ee-day / 
'%~~i':~<~: , ) Steak sa ndWirh visit to Haiti and a~ little as $500 
' ..~..~./~iC ~'] and garlic toast in lawyer'sTees. The unwanted 
• husband or wife need not come 
- " .635-2769 ' " 4527 GreJg I along. 
The Haitian quickie divorce 
m m ~ m ~ m . o s m ~ m ~ o ~ ) ~ o ~ . ~  was made.p0ssible, by two 
presidential decrees sigi~ed last 
November and December. That 
was about the same time that a 
new law banned quickies in the 
~M~n~M~gH~n~mM~M~M~:~M~i~wI  Mexican state of Chihuahua. 
PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE - The divorce business had 
brought a kind of fame - and a. 
i Service Schedule. 4647 Lazelle Ave.- lot of American dollars - to 
-Sunday"Scheel 10-00a.m. - Chihuahua's city of Juarez, 
-= Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Phones --- I across the border from El Paso, = 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 635-2434_=-= I Tex. 
- Bible Study Office _= 
=-= Tuesday .7"30 p.m. " - Home 635.$336 __-= 
= Youth Night Thursday 7:30 p.m. 
The end of your search for a friendl~t.church, i 
~ ~ M ~ i ~ l ~ n ~ m ~ n ~ n ~ i  ii 
Sa!vatiOn /Army 
4451 Greig 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Niglff : 
11:00 Morning Worship "Bible Study 8, Prayer 
7:30 Evening Services Meeting" 
For into on other activities Phone Envoy or Mrs. Bill Young" 
635.5446 
I 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH " 
Cur. Lazelle Ave. & Monroe 
~t. Phone 435-4014 
Church School 11:00 A.M. 
Worship. ll:00 A.M, d 
Nursery & 
Kindergarten '11:00 a.m. 
EVANGEL'IG~AL FREE ' -  
CHURCH 
~or. Park A~eo r~a N~ ~S Pa r~S S~. 
9:45 SundaY.'S~lio01 . ~:~i' ~ ~',( 
11:00 -- Morning vvu~,nip 
:7:30 p.~. -- Even;rig Service" • ' 
W~tnbsdey 730p;m .-- Prayer~and 
Bible Study 
.Rev; B.B. Ruggles 46~4 Park~ 
.Avenue. 
~Phone 635.5115 - ' ', ' : 
.., . ~ ~',:~::: 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Lakelse Avenue 
S U N D A Y  M A S S E S  
8:30 a.m. 
, 10:00 a.m. 





Sparks Street at Straume Ave. 
Rev. John' Vandyk 
Phone: 635.262~ 
• I0:00 a.m. ~unday School 
• II:O0 e.m. Worship Service 
.5:00 p:m. Worship Service' 
Back, to God CFTK Hour 
Friday 8:30 p.m.. , ", 
' ST; MAT THEW'~ CHURCH!_ 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, : 
Anglican Church of Canada 
~UNDAy SERVICES:'Si30 a,m,'and 
' CHRISTLUTHERAN . 10:1S edrvlce o~l~;.) " - 
• CHURCH 
~Cor. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
PASTOR: D. Kaiser ,~uslc Director; StoarflMcCall 
, l~ lo~e:  635.5182 ~, . .  
'Morn no S~rv ce at li:OO~.m., ' . . . . . . .  " 
Sunday School ': ', 9:45a.m.'. ~, Pastor: Peter )torsflold Phone 
... . . . . . . . .  .,.~: ;~ , . .  i:i. ~:,.~ 
~1 ~'~ '~ #'  roe  • Yopr F " rt~dl~"J=i ily: ur N :: ;, " • 
~.:~ :.. '.:(,-: .- ) .,,,r,v,. . 
| "00  S P E I~' ) .  ' "' ' " t1:00 Boim'ii ~!Mo~hkig,\~0rsbl 
~ t /  7:,S P.M.-' Evening 
Now rising numbers of would- 
be divorcees from the U.S. are 
coming to Haiti. 
To get a Haitian divorce, a 
foreigner first must pay $100 for 
a document establishing his 
residence here. 
Grounds for divorce are 
separation for at least a year, 
outrage, cruelty, serious injury 
and adultery. 
Band 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: DEAR ANN LANDERS: I 
When I read the letter from the have read several letters in 
girl who wrote to bewail her 
size-nine feet I hurried to my 
bookshelf and hunted up a book 
about one of the most imitated 
women in the world. I found the 
picture I was looking for with 
the inscription on her 
photograph: Here it is: 
"Highlight of the trip for 
newsmen came . when 
Jacqueline removed her shoes 
to enter a temple. Her shoe size, 
until then a mystery, was at 
last revealed. It was 9~/z." 
I wouldn't say it handicapped 
her much. Would you? 
M.S.H., Marysville, Pa. 
DEAR M.S.H.: No. In fact, 
your column from people who 
despise homosexuals. What do 
Ihey want from us? Would they 
be satisfied ifwe were all locked 
up, isolaied from society?. Or 
would they prefer that we 
simply be shot at sunrise? 
Why don't people realize 
thai the only difference between 
homosexuals and heterosexuals 
is what we do behind closed 
doors? We don't worry about 
Ihem. Why should they worry 
about us? My roommate and I 
frequently entertain mixed 
couples and we have many 
interesting friends. We are 
honorable people. We don't play 
Community Calendar 
Saturday, June 5: Terrace' ~. ~; ~ - "~"  ::,: Frida -Bnd fro 
Kinettes. pahcake brealdast, 6 Monmy,~u~ 7: worx.men~s S_.u|yL.  . .~m I to s p,m. 
a m to noon ~ in.: the ,new t;ompensauon/~oaro MODIIe" *'t r troy,: 4une , ]2. F r~ 
~erwaltea m~kin~ lot Safety Un i t ,  su/~ervised by admluion. 
"-- . . . . .  industrial bygenl~Al Reigert, ' xxxx :  
XXXX 
Do you enjoy working with 
children ages 5 and 6?'If so, will 
you help run a:vacation school 
program on Saturday mornings 
for children who cannot Speak 
English well? The. proposed 
program, would be relaxed and 
informal, hopefully with aleut 
50 children and 9 to 10 leaders. 
Ability to speak thd Child's 
language is not essential, but a 
genuine .concern for him as a 
person iSi For ~' information. 
phone the Volunteer Services 
Co-ordinator at 635-6164 or 635- 
5702 at the'Terrace Community 
Resources Committee. 
X'xxx 
United Church.Women• from 
Hazel:on through to Prince 
Rupert and surrounding points 
will meet June • 5 at Skoglund 
Hotsprings Resort; 
Devotions, business, and bible 
study held by Mrs. Grace 
McFadzen, Chairman of  the 
Board of Women, Toronto, will 
be on the program. A 
leadership training and Mission 
Service program will follow. 
The women willevaluate the 
day's programs under .the 
leadership of the Board of 
Women's officer, and hear local 
U.C.W. reports. 
XXKK 
Saturday, June 5. 1 p.m. A 
special meeting of the Terrace 
Youth Council at the 
Community Center. 
• The meeting will convene out 
of doors and it is hoped by the 
Youth Council that they will be 
able to provide some form of 
entertainment. 
XXXX 
Wednesday, JuneSat8 p.m. A 
meeting of property owners and 
tenants in Room 16, Skeena 
Junior Secondary School. 
X X X ~ X  
Tuesday, June 8, 7:30 p.m. a 
service featuring a team from 
Briercrest Bible Institute. 
Caronport, Saskatchewan, will 
he held at Terrace Evangelical 
Free Church. 
The meeting will feature a 
message by Metro Leskewich. 
Executive Secretary of the 
Alumni Association of the 
Institute. Musical selections 
will be in the Terrace Co-up 
Parking Lot"  to  Co.duct  a 
:hearing' Con~atimi .  ,i~0ur~'. 
• ,-,, xXXX~.~';[ 
: : June-ig,411"12: :~'e~ce.Art 
Association wl i~:  spomor an 
exhibition from the  : National 
Gallery. o f  Canada,  in the 
Terrace Library basement 
gal lery.  . , - ' '  ; ': . . . . .  
Theexhibit will fentdre work 
by well-known Canadian artist 
and print-inaker VeraFrenkle, 
who uses mirrors in a number of 
her works. Thedeveinpment of 
a print.is also part of this show. 
Viewing.~time : for this 
exhibition isfrom 2 to 4 p.m. 
ahd from 7-9p.m~ Thursday and 
i i 
HEAR THE 
Thursday and Friday; 3one 10 
and: LL i'the: Pacific Northwest 
Conterei~- on Evangelism;will 
beheld ,in Knox-United Church 
in Terrace. " ~' 
The eonfermce for laity 'and 
clergy of every denomination, 
spamored by m inis~rials of 
Kitimat, Terrace- and Prince 
Rupert, will feature  guest 
speaker Dr. Mariano Di Gangi, 
evange l i s t ;  miss ionary  
statesman and president ~ the 
Evangelical Fellowship of 
Canada. 
Dr,. Gang|'S keynote address 
wil be basedon Evangelism'- 
apostolic and contemporary. 
Small discussion ~0ups are 
planned f~ full participat!on. 
BRIEROREST GOSPEL TEAM 
o 
in Music & Testimony 
Tuesday, June 8th 
at  7 :30  P .M.  
The Evangelical Free Church 
Everyone Welcome 
~ ~ - ~ . _ _ ~ . _ _ ~ . _ _ ~ _  - -  ~__ . - - __ .~.__~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A v - 
OASSIAR OOHSTRUI)TiOH LTD: 
"Planners & Builders of Quality Homes'" 
PHONE MR. A. SCHWAIGER 63S-$220 
iFOR SALE: One mp-,.,Ik 1~ sq. ft. home on Apple 
Street. 3 bedrooms, "a~gMll-~ I basement'm~l~ electric heat, 
roughed in plumbing ~ l  .q~.,1. Full price $22,$00, with 
S2,500 down. 
One S ~ 1 ~ ,  suhdivision on Be nner more "large family hop"" 
Street. Open to realisl" ' ,wn payment or trade, 
1536 sq. ft. with 2 baths. . ,fl carpeting, fireplace, full 
basement, carport, sun .,.K. 
with girls, pretending to be will be presented by the 
the purpose of feet is to get you straight., dragging them around "Sounds of His Dimension". ~------------~--------~------------,~- 
where you want to go,.and I Io parties as a cover. We believe • ' • 
would say Jackie's size 9'~ has this is cheap and dishonest. .,~ .~t .~. ,~  .~  ,~ .~ ,,~ ,~t ,~  ,~ .,~ ~ ,~ .,~ . ,~ .~L ,~  .~L ~g. .~,  ,~ ,~L-~t.jin ' 
served'her well . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,The:n'0tion that' gay boys are , "". . . . .  DRIVE-IN .... , "  
": DEA.R, A NN:I;~NDERS:-I'm all ,~dii):W~tistedand'swishy is ' T ILL i  
a secretary who shares a lovely absurd. Many bomosexnal 
2900 Braun Show starts at dusk. Phone 635-5310 .~( apartment with two airline males with whom I am in :  
stewardesses. Last night the fimately acquainted are ex- ; e4,S,6th . . "  " i -  ~K.~ 
lights went out suddenly. We tremely masculine in ap- ~ Jun 
knew it was a fuse because two pearance, dress and man- 
of us were ironing; the electric nerisms. 
coffeepot was on, and When I 1 am acquainted with ; / DIInwloh Horror House / plugged in the mixer to make homosexuals who are suc- ~ 
cookies the whole place went cessful doctors, lawyers . . . . .  ,• 
dark. clergymen, politicians. They 
I went down and told the are in every walk of life. The " ' .  ~ N O r d " ~ k 
landlord, He very nicely said closet queens in theprofessions "~ 
he'd put in a new fuse if I would and politics must be very car- 
accompany him to the cumspect, however, becaUSeyear ** Soream Again : 
basement and hold the they are subject o blackmail. " ' '  I•'" '~ 
flashlight. To make a long story Isn't this shameful? A of v -  
sfiort, fie made a pass at me in psychiatric therapy has helped .,~ ~L ,~t  ~t  ~L ,~  ~L ',~/~ ,~ JFI~ 
the stairwell and I belted him meto•acceptmysel fas iam~i .q~, .~.  .~K ,~K,~.~,~,~. ,~,~ ,~K,~K,,~L,,~ 
in the chops. I cannot get over now know that I don't need the 
the  nerve of him - -  with his friendship °f any°ne wh° views I ' ~  I 
lovely wife sitting upstairs in me as a freak. I hope and pray • 
the living room! Ihat one day all people will be 
This morning we received a judged on the basis of what they 
note saying the rent would be conlribute to humanity and how 
raised$4Oamonth. Whatshould the, treat their fell0w.man. ~ Tillicum Theatre we do? - -  Sad Trio Wouldn't hat be wonderful? -- 
DEAR TRIO: Write him a Written In Beaumont, Mailed In | 
note saying you are not April New Orleans ~ 4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040 Fooling-- that if he is serious DEAR FRIEND: Yes, it 
about he raise you'll be glad to would be wonderful - -  and I 
• discuss the matterwith is w i f e _in detail, comePredicttothatpass, one day it will June 3, 4 & 5 SHOWTIMES 
7.9 : , ,  F,.M. I 
EVERY DAY !!! 
"IT'S THE REAL 
The 6god Guys 
and the Bad Guys 
ROBERT MITCHUM,  GEORGE KENNEDY 
Western Drama, two old enemies join forces • 
to bat t le  a gang of young outlaws 
 ;LllE:EABLES nESTAUnlNT 
4926 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
t -  . 
] r" . . . .  :;Th0 Bost in '  "ltaliiin" 
. / / ! /C~,  , . .~ 
, , -  .... '~ ~" . 
-. GNOCCHI " 
• : ;  " ;~  " J ' l  
ANI  
JUNE 6, 7 ,8 ,9  . o ,'~ ..' / 7~& 9:.15 P.M. '~  
"The Virgin S ol4i Dr$" . "  
LYNN REDGRAVEi  i MiGEL DAVENPORT 
A work shy group of British drafteeesl creates contusion and dlsmay, 
i during !he~MaYlayan 'uprising$'M the Ifs0's. ~ ~ .i,~: • 
JUNE lO, 1,, 12 
"Derby 0'Gill And ..... 
r The LittlePeonle   ,- " 
SATURDAY,  JUNE II at 2:00 P.M. 
"Walt! DiSney" 
. .  , . . r 
" L. 
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Five cents a word (Minimum 20 
words) display classified $1.28 an 
inch. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Cop~/15 cents 
Yearly by mail $10 in Canada 
$12 outside Canada 
Authorized as second clas~ mail by 
the Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
for payment of postage_in c.a_sh. ., 
• 1 - Coming 
~ J 
Events 
Prince Rupert's Leo Club's 
2rid Annual 
TEEN FAIR 
June 4th, 5th, & 6fh in Prince Rupert 
af the Fisherman's Hall 
Featuring the Battle of the Bands 
Entrance Fee $25.00; First Prize 
$300.00; Second Prize 200.00; Third 
Prize $100.00 
Go-Go Girl Contest 
Entrance Fee $5.(]0. with Cash 
Prizes 
Dance Marathon 
Entrance Fee $5.00 with Cash Prizes 
Lunch Counter and Refreshments 
(C-43) 
CWL Bazaar 
Oct. 16, 1971 
at Veritas Hall 
(C-43) 
Dance Revue '71 performance by 
pupils of Vicki Parviainenat Skeena 
Junior Secondary School, June 4 at 
8:00 p.m. For tickets phone Mrs. 
Parviainen at 635.7483 or contact 
pupils a limited no. of tickets will be 
available at the door. (P.43) 
.4-  Engagements 
Envoy and Mrs. Bill Young of the 
Terrace Salvation Army wish to 
announce the forthcoming marriage 
of their daughter Colleen Norma 
Smith fo Kenneth Robert Mcdames 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus 
McDames of Terrace• The Wedding 
will take place July 7th at Knox 
United Church, Mater Will iam 
Carey officiating• (C-43) 
13, Personal . . . . . .  /~,'.~ ~v.  ,",~ . ', 
Are you sick and tired of being sick 
and tired? LetAIcoholic'Anonymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
Building at Kalum and Lakelse'Ave. 
For information write Box 564 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 63S.2830 or 
635.3448. , I  " / :  
I, Ralph Peterson of 3311 Kenney St. 
as of May 31st, will not be 
responsible for any debts except my 
own. (C.43) 
Chemical Insecticides are not the 
last word, but they last longest. (P. 
5O) 
I, Metro Lazariuk will not be 
responsible for any debts not 
incurred by myself as of May 31, 
1971. (P.4S) 
Worried about falling hair, dandruff, 
or scaly, itchy scalp? Try Lanex, a 
new scalp treatment, Lanolin based. 
Greaseless. Satisfaction or money 
back. $2.50 tar, at Terrace Drugs 
Limited. (C.43.3) . 
14- Business Personal 
Attention! Consultant Required. 
Announcing for the first time in 
British Columbia Viviane Woodard 
cosmetics • First in fashion make.up 
and complete line of highest quality 
cosmetics. Ladies desiring free 
make.up "lesson. Phone 635.5797 for 
appointment. (P.44) 
Business Opportunities 
Earn Money in Spare Time 
Men or:,Women to re.stock and 
collect money from New Type high 
quality coin.operated ispensers n 
your area. No sell/ng. To qualify, 
must have car, references, $1000.00 
to $3000.00 cash. Seven to twelve 
hours weekly can net excellent 
income. More full lime. We Invest 
with you .. and establish'your oute. 
For personal Interview write: 
B.V. DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
Dept. "A"  
1.1~1 Tecumseh Road, East 
Windsor 20, Ontario 




'Phone 63S-371S • 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 




~fF}:  ANYT IME 
SAV.MORE BUILDERS CENTRE 
LTD, ... " ;  
4~2)' Kilth Ave., Terrace r
P hone 635-7224 
• '"  • -'-*for 
,'c: '. BulldlhgMaterlals . 
,-' ; .., ,/Tei fi~l. T usa.  . 
D'ra f~lttg; i~stlmatlng, blueprinting 
~:.,. ~,,~:'; t~Y;,:ll~d:' " '.'"';.' /':' 
j:!::*:I:~R-PINE i'lOMi=~i ,' '.V,. 
~he p~fab  ~Me bullt in Terrace 
!14 - Business Personal 
BERNiNA SEWING MACHINES 
Thompson Bernina Now 
Located In 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635.2552 (CTF) 
"For ~;o'ur I~adio and T.V. Repairs 
Phone 63S.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
.FRED'S FURNITURE 
.(a division of Fred's Refrigeratio.~). 
!CTF) 
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For service to refr igerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill Webb at 635-2188. (CTF) 




custom built cabinets, 
renovations 
I 4626 - A Davis Ave., J 
Phone 635-7775 
(C-42-3) 
fOR R EN'T 
• T.V. Sets, guitars, amplifiers, "P.-~. 
Systems, saxophones, trombone" 
~'trum'pets, :oronets," flutes, "~'nov=.~.. 
proiec'tors, ~;lide proiectors, screen.',, 
clarinets, etc. Ask about our Rent. ~! 
Purchase Plan. 
Terrace Photo Supplt Ltd; 
4645 Lak,"!se Ave. 
i ERRACE EXCAVATING J 
Complete septic system installed. 
Backhoe work by the hour, or 
contract• 
For free estimates call 635.3065 
For ~oto tilling, post hole digging, lot 
clearin.~, backfilling, etc. Phono 635- 
6782. ~P ~]  ~!  
BAKER'S KALUM SERVICE 
S412Hwy. 16W. Terrace 
Ph. 635-2882 
Buy $3.00 or more gas and get freo 
draw ticket of $60.00 watch. Draw 
July I, 1971 (CT.50) 
ALLAN ~1. McCOLL 
NOTARY PUBLI~ 
4646 Lakels~Ave. 
P hone 635.7282 
Res. 63S.2662 
~"/~,'~: Terrace, B.C.. 
GENERAL ROOFING 
• NO jo~1oobig 
N O lob too ,nlall 
See your roofing spe,;ialist 
STEVE PARZEN~N.Y-.:,~ ~ 
ROOF ING CO'," LTID~ ~ :":;" '~; 
General Roofing (Bonded.) 
Ph()n~"nigh! or day 635.2224, 
LC_'TF, ). " 
PICTURE FRAMES 
framing of paintings, pictures 
photos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready fo hang. 50 frame styles to 
choose from. 635.2188. (CTF) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
"Spring is here and we have 
openings for full or part time 
Rawleigh Dealers around Terrace. 
Start on our Capital. Be your own 
boss. Write Rawleigh's, Dept. E-177- 
22, 589 Henry Are., Winnipeg 2, 
Man." 
(C-50) 
TONY'S MOBILE HOME 
SERVICE & REPAIRS 
For Complete Instal lat ion & 
Service 
Blocking & Hook-up all Services 
Skirting & Porches & 
Dlsmanteling CTF) 











~DRY CLEAN I NG 
IS Ill:RE! 
KIn¢-Koln of Canada, dlstrll~uto! 
ot Fgrd-Bhllco eoln.ooerated dry 
eleanmg enulpment offers Inter. 
ested narUes the opportunity to 
at.art .their own eoln operat.ed- dr~ 
emanlng busmese zor aa ~ow as 
85000, Tbls Dry Cleaner emans 8 
pounaa every 22 minutes and eao 
ee establlshecJ in your own area. 
For turther/nLo.rmatloo write, 
~No T.rjllers Pleas.e-- 
~ease.send me complete 
tn[0rnlatlon on a 
]l{Inr ~'oln baunderette franeh!se 
~ T ~ o  l e l i e l l  e f t  i .e l  .e  l e . . t l  e .  le . t  
&dd~esll. , . , . , , , , , , , . . , ,  , , , , , , o , ,  
CRy . .~.. . , ; , ,  Provlnea . . . . . . . . .  
KING KOIN 
. . . .  r .*OF CANADA .... 
61~2 Berwick ~Street, 
:; ~,%iJth Burnab~,B;~,  
~i:,::Phbne'Colleet4~5,28! ! 
14- Business Personal 
Remodel Rec Rooms 
Dri.wall taping - celing tile and 
spraytex. Write 63';6 Ashworth 
Place, Burnaby 1, B.C. or phone $26- 
6908 (C-46) 
WATER WELLS 
Call your  locally owned. 
company 
to serve you betler. 
All  work guaranteed. 
CLEARWATER 
DRILLING LTD. 
Hwy. 16 East Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6106 
• 635-3676 Evenings 
FRANK'S  TELEVIS ION 
AND ELECTRONIC 
SERVIC ING 
Phone 635-371S 10:00  a.m. - 10' 
SOUTH PARK HOLI DAY 
TRAILERS & CAMPERS 
( H itches - mirrors etc 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5506 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-2033 (CTF) 
18- Help Wanted .  Male 
Wanted - Experienced middle aged 
couple to manage and live in Apt. 
complex. Must have good reference 
from previousemployer. Applicants 
must have good character, non 
drinkers and man should be a 
33- For Sale-  Misc. 
For Sale • Baby carriage, very good 
condition, also one water pump. 
Phone 635.$233. (P.43) 
For Sale: Rhubarb• Phone 5.2307. 
(P-43) 
34 - For Rent - Misc. 
For Rent. Trailer space available 
near school $35.00 per month. Phone 
635.6984 (P.43) . 
For Rent 
2 bedroom, 12 x 46 Trailer. Fridge & 
Stove included• Available July 1st, 
5145 per month. References 
required• Phone S.T/68. (P.43) 
37-  Pets 
For Sale: • Pigeons . $2.00 each. 
Phone 635.6668. (P.43) 
For Sale: Registered Red Male 
Dachshund, 3 months old. $60.00. 
Phone 635.7906. (P.45) 
For Sale: Rabbits $1•00 up. Phone 
635.3086. (PT-43) 
38 - Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted to buy Weiner Pigs• Phone 5. 
2307. (P.43) 
Wanted to Buy - A steering box for a 
1963 Chev pick.up. Phone 5.4036. (P. 
43) 
Wanted . People who love good 
music. Come In and browse at the 
Flatbush Avenue Freighter, 
THAT'S GOOD FOR YOUR HEAD) 
(c-47) 
Wanted fo buy : 16' - 18' Travel 
Wailer. Phone Prince Rupert 624. 
5311 or Terrace 635.7444 after 6 p.m. 
(P.44) 
Wanted to buy good used furniture. 
Contact Freds Furniture 635-3630. 
(CTF) 
Practical Nurse wishes room and 
board. Write Donna Ram, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Terrace, B.C. 
(P.43) 
handyman• Applicants must beable "41 - Mach inery  for  Sale 
to be bonded'and maintain books. 
Salary $350 per month, repair work 
paid extra. Reply in own For Sale: Machinery . Bulldozer. 
handwriting to P.O. Box 114, O.C. Oliver is with angledozer blade 
Terrace, B.C. (P.43.3) & winch. $1500 as is Centennial 
Farms, Kalum Lake Rd. (P.43) 
19 - Help Wanted - Male For Sale. 47' Tug "River Belle"6.71 
GM Diesel . sounder - hydraulic 
- Female winch for towing or log salvage. 
Price S9000 Phone 847-9786 (P-43) 
For CirculationatTerraceHerald. 3 For Sale: Allis Chalmers Front End 
days weekly. Experience not Loader. lV2ydbucketcompletewifh 
necessary but helpful. Phone 635. winch & canopy. View at1093 Kofood 
6357. (STF) (behind Rendell Tractor) and write 
• . " : . .  : B.. Vandergucht, 'Box 129,; NaBS 
20 -He lp  Wanted  .~  ~ Camp, Terrac e, B.C,'(P.:T.4S),-~,. 
49-  Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 2 bedrooms, 2709 Cramer 
St. $14000 full price $125 per month 
$2800 down. Occupancy July 1st. 
Phone 635.3428. (P.46) 
(FOR SALE BY OWNER) 1200 sq. 
ft. 3 bedroom, full basement, Home 
located at 5006 Park Ave. Features 
Alcan Siding, Large kitchen roughed 
in plumbing in basement. Electric 
heating. Immediate occupancy 
available. $3,500 down. Phone 5.7337 
after 6 p.m. to view. (CTFI 
ENGINEERED HOMES 
Prefab Houses Available from 
Kadar Construction Ltd. 
- Large Plan Selection 
- .High quality competitive price.~ 
- Prefinished Kitchens 
- Oven and Range 
For full information Write P.O. Box. 
120, Kltimaf or phone 632.6312 - 632- 
69S4. (CTF) 
I 3EEDROOM I 
R ELOCATABLE HOME I 
Situated on cleared lot, goodJ 
condition, partly landscaped. I 
Terms may be arranged. PhoneJ 
635-3362 I 
(P.45) - I 
Owner moving • Must seh - 2 
bedroom homeat Lakelse Lake on I. 
3 acre with fenced in backyard and 
creek, on preperty. Wall to  wall 
carpet in living room, feature wall, 
& colored plumbing. Call 635.7631 
anytime. (CTF) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house, 1100 sq. 
ft. Electric heat, on two large lots in 
Thornhill. Each 80' x 200' Ideal for 
Trailer, sale, or business, or with 
rent out lot, no mortgage on 
property. Phone 5.7401.. 931 Clark 
St. (P-43) 
For sale - Older type of home on one 
acre of land in town, close to school, 
hospital and park. Ideal for rental 
income, such as rooming or 
boarding house. Home has 4 
bedrooms upstairs, and bath. Main 
floor has large kitchen, livlng room 
with fireplace, one bedroom and 
bath. Basement has 2 bedrooms and 
livingroom and kitchen combined, 
seperate entrance. 
Attached house has living room, 
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and bath. On 
property is cabin, garage and sheds. 
Large garden srea and fruit trees. 
Cash preferably, but terms can be 
arranged. Write Advertiser Box 665, 
Care of Terrace Herald, 4613 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. (STF) 
I One bedroom house on 1 corner lot I 
near shopping area. Quick sale. I 
Please phone 635.6t82 or 635.3887 I 
after 6 ore. (CTF=) I 
51 - Business Locations 
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled wails, wall to wall 
- Female 
Receptionist- Typist 
Permanent position offering 
excellent salary, interesting work 
and public contact. Must have 
typing skill, clerical ability and be 
able to handle money. Shorthand 
and bookkeeping training helpful. 
Laurentide Finance. Phons 635.6595. 
[P-43) 
Wanted: Live.in Housekeeper for 
motherless home. No oblectlon to 
one child. Apply Box 671 c.o Terrace 
Herald. (C.44) 
RECEPT IONIST  
STENOGRAPHER • Apply in own 
handwriting to Box 679, Terrace 
Herald, Terrace, B.C. (P.43) 
21 - Salesmen & Agents 
Excellcnt opportunity in sales. 
Guaranteed income, full insurance 
and medical benefits. Experience 
an asset but not necessary. Reply 
with full resume to Midwest Mobile 
Homes, Box 148, Terrace. (CTF) 
24 - Situations Wtd. 
- Ma le 
Wanted.  Rlghtofway contract, 
falling job or cat operator. Phone 
635.7695 or leave message at 635.3687 
(P-43) 
25.  Situations Wtd., 
- Female 
Wanted • Qualified beekeeper. 
Would like full time position. Phone 
635-5278 (P-43) 
28 - Furn i ture  for  Sale 
3 Bedroom grouping now available 
from Fred's. Included are 2 p:ece 
chesterfield, S piece kitchen table 
set, 3 piece bedroom suite. Priced 
from $497 or complete with $600 
value consul color TV from $997. 
Contact Fred's" Furniture, 4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635. 
3630 or Fred's Refrigeratlon Ltd., 
Lld., 222 City Center, Kltlmat, B.C. 
Phone 632-3632. (CTF) 
For Sale: Oll barrel & stand ; Selklrk 
chimney; 54" bed complete; Girl's 
bicycle; Phone 5.3898 after 6 p.m. 
(P.43) 
For Sale . Kenmore washer and 
matching dryer, IV~ years old 8325 
and 1 new single bed. Phone 635.2588 
(P.43) 
32-  Bic~,les, Motorcyles 
For Sale-Chopped 1946 Indian 74c 
In. :Motorcycle $550 Write 
Advertiser, Box 678, Terrace 
Herald, Terrace, B.C. (P.43) 
For 5ale • 650 B.S,A, Lightning 
• Motorcyole $550 Phone 635./840 after 
6 p.m. (P.43) 
'33"."For Sale Mis'c. 
For a beautiful addition to ycJr 
home Uplands Kursery•..?.his 
• floWering trees and ahrut s, 
ornarhentals,, fruit :~trees'. :a Id 
evergreens. ' . RBSei'~ e ~d 
rhodedendr~s. ' "These" are fr¢m 
hardy ,  VaHetles::desl~tned:: Ic 
. wlthstalld:.apr •severe' ~ wlnt~rs, 
':/LCO¢ller of Halllwell A~'e, and Kal¢ m 
Lake Drive; (OT-4r.~I) ; ' . 
43-  Rooms for Rent 
THORNHILL MOTEL 
& COFFEE SHOP 
Housekeeping Units 
Propane bottle fllllng 
Pacific 66 Gas and 011 
Highways 16 East (~TF ~ 
Basement room for rent, full board, 
$120 Mature person 635.4237 (P.43) 
GATEWAY COURT.  One and tw~ 
bedroom furnished suites. 
Reasonable summer and Wlnf0t 
daily, weekly, and monthly ratea! 
Phone: 63.¢540S. (CTF) 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE • 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residential 'area. 2812 Hall StrePt. 
Phone a3s.2171. (CTF) . 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS ' - - -  ' 
4"  
1,2,&3 bedroorh deluxe suites, 4621 
Scoff'Ave. Terrace. Phone 635.F"74 
or 635.~181. (CTF) 
Flynn Apts. 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 63S.6658 (CTF) 
44 - Room & Board 
Room & Board for 1 working man. 
Phone 635.2321. (CTF) 
47.  Homes for Rent 
For Rent: I bedroom furnished 
cabin available June 1Sth at 968 
Mountalnview Blvd. Phone Kifimat 
632.7298. (CTF) 
For Rent • 2 bedroom house on 
Queensway. Unfurnished. $150 per 
month including heat and garbage 
pickup. Phone S.2837. (P-43) 
For Rent: Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
fownhouse apartment. Electric heat 
extra fridge and stove. Kalum • 
Gardens. Scott and Hanson. 035.5088. 
(CTF) 
For Rent • furnished cabin. Monthly 
rates, 3707 Kalum. Phone 5.6815. (P. 
44) 
Rent - 3 bedroom row houses with 
refrigerators and stoves, some with 
washers and dryers. Electric heal. 
Close to downtown and school s 
Playground for chile ten. 
References required. Apply Mrs. 
Rebe Phillips, CedargroVe Gardens, 
4529 Sfraume, Suite 125. (CTF) 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel. Phone 
635-2258. (CTF-3) 
48 - Suites for Rent 
For Rent ~,t2 or. 3 bedroom suite 
unfurhlshed; Phone Sat. or Sun. 635.. 
3174 Krumm Rdo NO. I Lot B (C.43) 
For Rent - 1 bedroom suite In 
Thornhill; frlge and stove Included 
$138.00 Includes all utilities. Phone 
/n5.3,137 (CTF) 
For . Rent: 1 "bedroom; :suite In 
-Thornhill, Frldge & stove included 
S138.00 Includes all utilities. Phone S. 
.3437. (CTF) 
~or  Rent Nice and clean ~." 
beadroom Lunit for"smal l  famlly;.i 
Junfurnlshed, Nopets all0wed; Unlt~i' 
~lp Thornh II area. :~ Phone; &15.M~S~- 
Jdfter 1 p.m, r (P . I~;~ ,'!'" ' . . . . . . . .  "~ 
carpet. Electric heat. Large North 
windows. Approx. 900 square feel. on 
Lakelse Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile- Phone 63S-2552. (CTF.3) 
Attractive Offices' 3010 Kalum St. 
635.2312 or 3147. (CTF) 
For rent. 1 2 business spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. 8, 800 sq. ft. Phone 
635.7985 (CTF) 
For Rent • Office Space 2,000 sq. ft. 
All divided rooms and w-w carpet. 
Above the Bank of Nova Scotia, 4619 
Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-$194 or 635. 
7"/50 (CTF) 
MOTEL FOR SALE 
Ideal location in 
Terrace 
Room for expansion 
Will accept property 
as trade 
What offers? 





52.  Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to Rent: 1 8' camper from 
June 25Ih to July 2Sth. Phone 632- 
6627 or 47 Egret Kitlmat. (P.44) 
Wanted To Rent: Two or three 
bedroom house or duplex, cat; 
Manager af Simpson Sears at 635. 
2218 days or 635.5146 evenings. 
CTF) 
55 - Property for Sale 
VIEW LOTS 
BEST LOT BUYS IN 
TERRACE 
COMPARE PR ICE ,  
LOCATION & LOT SIZE 
Enjoy not building on a 
small  lot with a view into your 
neighbours windows 
TWO VIEW LOTS 
Northern Heights Subdivision, 
Approx imate ly  90' x 250', 
Res ident ia l  No.1 . CMHC 
approved, protected area, 2000 
5S. Property for Sale 
For Sale. V= acre land North Eby. 
Phone 5-3714 or 5..5361 (P.46) 
For Sale in ROSSWOOD 13.7 acres 
surveyed treed land. 2 miles from 
Lake. on All weather road. Phone 
• 15.5002. (C.45) 
V= acre on McConnell. Near 
Vocational SChool. $4,250.00 Phone 
635.5250 evenings or write Box 681 
Terrace Herald. (C.46) 
MUST SELL 
V~ acre view lot, with 48 x 30 
basement and subfloor in Terrace. 
$3,500 cash or easy terms..Phone 
635-5575. ( CT F," 
For Sale: Property in the Nass. 
Contact SI or Bobby Davis,.Box 129 
Nass Camp, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
57 - Automobiles 
SALVAGE 
66 Chrysler Windsor 2 door hardtop 
1 Brand new 670 good year tire & 
wheel 
1966 Chrysler Windsor 
69 Ford Xl 
6. ° Pontiace Safari Wagon 
69 Chevelle 
70 Ford ~/= ton pickup 
Enq*uire Skeena Adjusters Ltd. 4!42 
Lakelse Ave. 635-2255. (CTF 
For Sale: 47 Fargo V= ton. body in 
mint condition. $300. View at 5023 
McDeek. or phone 5-2339. (P.43) 
For Sale: 63 meteor, good condition. 
Phone S.3409 
For Sate: 1970 ford V= ton truck, gOOd 
condition, pavement driven only. 
Phone 635-3714 or 5.5361. (P.46) 
For Sale: 1970 Ford Ranger pickup. 
302 V.8, 4 speed, Built in Tool box. 
Phone 5.5094. (P.44) 
For Sale: 1970 Pontiac Safari Estate 
wagon• Cash or'older car or both. 
Phone 635.5.7921. (P.44) 
1968 Barracude fastback, automatic, 
V.8. Reasonable• 635.4214 (P.43) 
1968 GMC half-ton Excellent 
condition• Low Mileage Heavy duty 
suspension• Custom cab, 6 cylinder 
3 speed standard• Asking $2,000 
Phone 635-7859 (P.43) 
Brand new car • 1970 Chevrolet 
Impala custom, 2 dr. Hdtop P.B. 
P.S. only 4,700 miles. Make your 
offer cash. 635-2005 {P.45) 
For Sale: 1967 Meteor 2.door hard 
top, 410 power steering & brakes, 
radio, rear speakers, 2 new studded 
tires. Under warranty. Phone 635. 
7920. (PT.45) 
For Sale: "69 Chevy 2 Nova SS vePt 
good shape, lots .of extras. Phpge. 
635.3324 evenings and 635-2229 days• 
(PT-45) 
For Sale . Mini Cooper S 1969. 
Rebuilt ~notor, radio, radial tires, 2 
studded winter tires on rims, 
headers, mileage 29,000. Phone 5. 
5104. (P-47) 
For Sale: 1967 Galaxie XL, 2 dr. hdt. 
V0 auto, P.S., P.B. $1650.00 or best 
offer. Phone 63S.2888 after 5 p.m. 
For Sale: 196SMustang 289, 4 barrel, 
4 speed. Chromed reversed rims and 
wide oval tires. Offers. Phone 635- 
5867. (P.43) 
For Sale: 68 Ford, V.8 automatic, 
power steering, radio. Asking 
$1,750.00. Phone 635.2098. (P.45) 
Plymouth Fury 1965 good condition. 
S700 Phone 035.4287 (P.43) 
1965 Mustang 289 4 barrel, 4 speed, 
chromed reversed rims and wide 
oval tires• Offers Phone 635.5867 (P- 
44) 
1967 Rambler Ambassador Station 
wagon, 3600 miles Power steering, 
power brakes, radio, 9 seater $1750 
Phone 635.2568 after. 5 p.m. or 
weekends. (P.46) 
1966 Ford MeteorMontcalmS.3:3 390V- 
8 P.S.P.B. electric windows and 
fron bucket seat silver blue with 
black vinyl hardtop. Immaculate 
conditon. 43,000 miles Phone 63S.5459 
or can be seen at 4444 Haugland Ave. 
Terrace. (P-44) 
58 - Tra i lers  • 
FOR SALE 
Large lent trailer. $300.00. 756 
Muller St. Thornhill. (STF) 
For Sale: 2V= yr. old 12 x 50' Trailer. 
w.to w carpet, furnished or 
unfurnished with 8 x 8Joey Shack. 
Fully insulaled. 635.7920 
For Sale • 10' x $2' Northlander 
trailer. Priced to sell, on private lot 
with water and sewer, fully 
furnished. Phone 032.$382. (P-45) 
For Rent: 16' Holiday trailer. Fully 
equipped Including bathroom. 
Phone 635.5340. (P-43) 
Empress Motor Homes 
Come in and see our new 1971 Motor 
Homes, 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone'635.3078 after 5 or 
Saturdays. (CTF) 
/~ j~ MOBILE  
.~=v HOME SALES 
(TE R RACE)" LT=. 
KNIGHT . _  ntere,ton I I IsuE $4500.00 each PAGE . . . . .  : -V  
• ' TWO colt)e Inland SeeObrSele¢! IO1~ 
SEMI-VIEW Unit 
N0rthernHelghtS;s~bdivisi0n,~:JJ | i / :: Box189,, 
Jo0 ~c too'. Ce~clitlons ame as,II ! i HJghwayL16 Eaiit 
'akove. $3S00.00: each. Phone II ! ; 6~SS2OS , . ~ ' i l z '{/* P!lonlb635.334~ 
58 - Tra i lers  
Trailer for Sale: Set up in Mass 
Camp. 12' x 61' Glendale & 12' x 34' 
Joey Shack. Contact Everett Crick 
Box 129 Terrace. (P.43) 
For Sale: 10 x 45' Rollo home. 
trailers . good condlton. Fully 
furnished Can be viewed at 29 . 
North Kalum Trailer Park after 6:30 
P.M. or Phone 63S-5487. (P-45) 
For Sale- Home made camper • 
plenty of room - good for hunting. 
$200. Phone 635.3560 (CTF) 
l~r  Sale: 18 too~'hollda~t ra'/ler, 
pressure water system, flush toilet 
and vanity, propane stove, 
refrigerator, hot water heater and 
furnace, two•way electrical system, 
sleeps 6. 
Will sell with equalizer hitch, 
mirrors' and electrical hook.up. 
~,nolv fo 4828 Loen Avenue, after 6 
P.M. or on week.ends (P.4S) 
Must sell 8 x 38 housetrailer, very 
good condition, low asking price, 
fully furnished. Lots of extras 
located at Nass Camp. Contact K. 
Kllnka, Box 129, Terrace, B.C. (C- 
43) 
For Sale - 17' Kenskill Travel trailer, 
well equipped only $1500 Phone 635.s 
5958 evenings• (C.43) 
For Sale or Trade for Property - 12 x 
56 General Trailer, 1V2 years old. 
Fully furnished. Phone 635.7695 (P. 
43) 
For Rent . Two bedroom fully 
furnished housetreiler on private lot 
for responsible quiet working 
married couple with no children, no 
pets. Available June ist. Phone 635- 
6609 (P.43) 
For Sale • 8 x 34 General trailer with 
2 ioey shacks. Thornhill area. Price 
$3,5000 Phone 635.2258 (CTF) 
For Sale - 10 x 50 Maraman trailer 
with a Joey ~,hack on side with extra 
bedroom. Furnished. Reasonable 
price• Must be seen to  be 
appreciated at No. 11, Queensway 
Tr. Crt. Phone 635-5114 (P-45) 
For Sale . 1956 8' x 30' Marlette 
House Trailer, fully furnished and 4 
x 8 porch, full bath and shower, 
bedroom and bath carpetted. May 
be seen at Pioneer Campsite, 
Highway 16, Contact Mitch Mottu, 
Mountainview Resort, Cedarvale, 
B.C. (P.43) 
For Sale: 1970 South Park 17' x 8' 
Travel Trailer. Completely 
equipped. Fridge and stove • toilet 
and shower - Equalizer hitch. As 
new condlton. Phone 635.7778. (C.45) 
or (CTF) 
For Sale: 1970 Heavy duty ~ ton 
Ford. Lge. homemade fiber glass 
camper Sleeps 7. Will sell as unit 
or seperate. Apply ~ 4616,:~'89Uc..!~/. 
Phone 5-3542. (P-43)~' ~..!i,'~:,~.L~ , ' . . . . .  ,, ~ • - ~4,~'~,o~'~ 
FO r your holidays, hunting or fishing 
• Rent a trailer from Hoeft's Rentals 
Ltd., 470 - 3rd Ave., Prince George, 
B.C. (CTF.M) 
3 bedroom 12 x 64 trailer, 17 months 
old. 8 x 12 Joey Shack all electric • 
like new Phone 635.7402 (P-49) 
Lega l .  . 
LOST CERT IF ICATE OF 
T ITLE 
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
RE: Lot 17, Block 2, District Lot 
4001, Range 5, Coast District. 
Plan 4659, in the Prince Rupert 
Assessment District. 
WHEREAS proof of Loss of 
Certificate of Title 77039.1, to 
the above mentioned lands, 
JOHN ARTHUR MCRAE, has 
been filed in this office, notice is 
hereby given that I shall at the 
expiration of one month from 
the date of the f irst publication 
hereof ,  issue a Prov is iona l  
Certificate of Title in lien ef the 
said Certif icate, unless in the 
meantime valid objection be 
made to me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Registry 
Office, Prince Rupert, B.C. this 
10th day of May, 1971. 
F. Fenn 
(CM.50] Registrar 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate  of Thomas 
DAVIDSON, deceased, late of 
Alco In f i rmary,  Haney, B.C. 
Creditors and others havlhg 
claims against the said estate 
are hereby required to send 
them duly verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vanc0uver 1, 
B.C., before the 30th day o f  
June, 1971, after which date the 
assels of the said Estate wil l  be 
distributed, having regard only 
to c la !ps  that  have been 
rece ved. 
(CT-4S-3) 
Clinton W. Foote, 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
iN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF ROSS RAYMOND 
BURRILL ,  • Bar Tender ,  
former ly  of the District of 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above Estate 
are requ i red  to send ful l  
particulars o f  such c la ims  1o 
Kenneth D. GRANT, Esq., of 
the f i rm of GRANT EWERT& 
CO;,' Barristers' and SoliCitors, 
463S~ LaZelle Aventm, Terra're, 
.!British Columbia, on or  before 
'.the 8th day of June, 1971, after 
:whlkh date the Estate's assets 
wi l l  ' be ,  d i s t r ibuted  hav lhg  
;regard only4o claims that have 
been  rece ived,  (C ;43)  , L 
. . , .. , r  , , 
Legal . . . .  
SCHOOL DISTRICT. NO. 8 
(SKEENA-CASSIAR) 
TERRACE, B.C. " '  
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS, 
Sealed tenders endorsed 
' !Tender  for  Add*lflons, 
Clarence Michlel Elementary 
received at School" wi l l  be the 
of f ice  of the i /Secretar 'y .  
Treasurer upto  4:00 P.M~ 10cal 
t ime, Fr iday 25fh June, 1971. 
The dvork consists of a single 
storey steel f rame and masonry 
floor- area building having a ' ot 
approximately 9,000 '~,q. ft . ;  
some alterations to exist ing 
structures. ! 
Genera l  Cont rac tors  only i 
may obtain documents from thel 
Architects upon deposit of .Fi fty 
Dollars ($50.00) for one se! only 
which wil l  be refunded upon 
receipt of a bona fide bid and 
return of documents wi th in  ten 
()0) days of tender  closing. 
Add i t iona l  sets may be 
purchased for Thirty Dollars 
(S30.00) per set. Documents 
wil l  be on view af the Office of 
School Distr ict No, 88, Terr~ace 
Plan Room, Bulkley Valley 
Const ruct ion  Assoc ia t ion ,  
Pr ince  George Construct ion  I
Assoc iat ion,  Amalgamated  i 
Construct ion Assoc iat ion  o f  
B.C., S.B.R. Plan Room, and I 
the P rov inc ia l  Government  i 
Plan V iewing  Room,  
Vancouver, B.C. ' I 
Tenders must  be i 
accompanied by Bid Bonds in: 
favour of the Owner in the l 
amount of Twenty Thousand i 
Dollars ($20,000.00) wh ich  w i l l  
be forfeited if the tendering 
party faisl to enter into a 
contract when requested. The 
successful  b idder  w i l l  be 
required to post a 50 percent 
Performance Bond and a 50 
percent Labour and Materials 
Bond within fen (10) days after 
the award of the contract. 
The Bid Depository System in 
effect aat the Prince George 
Construction Association, 3851. 
18th Avenue, Prince George, 
B.C., shall be used for the 
fo l low ing  t rades:  Masonry ;  
Structural Steel, Steel Decking, 
M i l lwork~:Roof ing  & Sheet~ 
Meta l ,  G lass  & ;G laz ing; i  
Resilient Flooring, Carpeting; 
Svspended '  Acounst i ca l  
Cei l ings,  Pa int ing  & 
Decorat ing ,  Demountab le  
Partitions, Plumbin,g Heating 
& Venti lating, and Electrical. 
T rade tenders  shal l  be 
deposited at the Bid Depository 
up to 4 :00-P .M.  local t ime 
Wednesday, 23rd June, 1971. 
Tenders containing escalator 
or other qualifying clasues wil l  
not be considered and the lowest 
or any tender wi l l  not 
necessarily be accepted. , 
Briggs Greenwell Associates 
Architects 
1669 Victoria Street 
b.c. 
For: 
Mr. E. Wellr, 
Secretary.Treasurer 




NOTICE OF ACTION OF  A t 
MOTOR VEHICLE  ACCIDENT 
TO: ESA EKDAHL 
FRASERA VALLEY  MILK• 
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION 
and ZEPHYR MOTORS LEASE 
(1960) .LTD. Of Vancouver, 
British Columbia, have issued a 
Writ of Summons against you 
numbered S.C. 311.1970, Jn the 
Registry of the Supreme Court 
of British Columbia, at.Pi ' lnce ~ 
George,  Br i t ish Co lumbia ,  
claiming damages arising ()ut o f ,  
a meier vehicle collision that 
occured on or about the 5th day 
of October ,  A.D. 196'9, on 
Highway No; 16, near Terrace . 
Br l t i sh  Columbia.  .Your~. i  
whereabouls being unknown the 
Court ordered service of the 
Writ of Summons on you.by this 
advert isement.  The nature of 
thePla int i f fS '  c laim is set out in. 
the Writ of Summons. I f  you -. 
:wish te defend or counter, claim 
the steps you must tal~e and 
t ime t ime within which you 
imust take them•are set out n 
iJhe'Wrlt of summons. A copy of .i 
the  Wr i t  of 'Summons wil l  be . .  
i; mailed to you on  re;~uest' 
'addressed to the D is t r i c t  , 
iReglstrar, Supreme Court o f  .... 
B r i t i sh  Columbia,  P rnce ,  
IGeorge, British Columbia i i 
'i' If you do  not fil'e' an i 
~:Appearance In the seld Registry ' 
I Within' twenty.one ~dayd o f  the  
r bate of  pub i(:af oh ~0f  t~ ls  
'advertisement then you wi l l .not 
.be entitled to further notlc~ *and 
}he  Plaintiff  may:pro i :eed and 
'the'relief claimed may be given 
In; y;our abSe l~ce . '  . ' . ,~  
L'" DISTRICT REGISTRAR 
F 4 1 
~UItSDAY, JUNE 3. 1971 
Pre  ......... :::: , holiday ; 
• ' U 
fires says BCAA"... ..... 
That ,hen L . rep lac ing  ' l iquid . . . . . . . . . . . .  
avel etroleum cylinders. If gas in 
~iveway is verfilled cylinders escapes, ~:'::: '~ 
ld ready to inks are probably mounted in ~ ~;~ 
:That beat, motor home or 
r l trailer parked in your 
iriveway i  no doubt spruced up 
m    go. 
But  before you add your 
'emily start out, the B.C, 
~utomobile Association points 
sJi thata few simple steps can 
)rovide insurance against he 
hreat of fire once you're on the 
. _ _ J  
r Fire's, to be sure, rarely break 
10ut in • recreational •vehicles. 
[But when they' do, they can be 
Iserious because of the confined 
quarters and small Windows. 
Since fiberglass holds up So 
well against extreme weather 
conditions, ~ increasing number 
of these vehicles are 
constructed with it. But this 
material also burns far • hotter 
and faster than plywood: 
The magazine "Camping 
Chatter" has some tips that will 
help prevent fire from 
developing in your vacation. 
home: 
--Inspect gas systems 
periodically, brushing soap 
suds on valves, connections, 
seams and the gas lines 
themselves. Remember that 
bubbles ignify a leak. If pilot 
lights are out, close the valve 
and let the vehicle air out before 
attempting to relight the pilot. 
Be sure to shut off valves 
Legal  Cont'd 
~ORDER FIXING A DATE OF 
I HEARING AND ORDERING SUBSTITUTIONAL SERVICE BY ADVERTISEMENT 
tIN THE FAMILY AND 
!CHILDREN'S COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HOLDEN AT PRINCE 
GEORGE,  BR IT ISH 
'COLUMBIA 
In the matter of the 
Protection of Children Act, 
R.S.B.C. (1960) c.303 and 
amendments thereto. 
And in the matter of Timothy 
James Doiron an Infant, 
BEFORE HIS HONOUR 
JUDGE H. KENNEY AT 
PRINCE GEORGE, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, Tuesday, the 
eighteenth day of May, 1971. 
UPON THE APPLICATION 
OF THE Superintendent of 
Child Welfare being bPought on 
i for hearing before me this dayr: 
!,AND UPON HEARING whaf 
i was alleged on behalf of the 
! Superintendent of Child 
L!I Welfare. 
IT IS ORDERED that this 
' matter be set down for hearing 
at the Family and Children's 
'Court, Court House, Prince 
i George, British Columbia, on 
the fourteenth day of June, ]971, 
at the hour of one.thirty o'clock 
in the afternoon. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that fhe Superintendent of Child 
Welfare be and he is hereby 
authorized to serve the notice of 
hearing herein, upon the mother 
of the said child, 
substitutlonally, by publlshlng 
the said notice in the newspaper 
pub:ished In Terrace, British 
Columbia, to run one day each 
week for two consecutive weeks 
and give ten days clear notice, 
and such notice shall be deemed 
to be good and sufficient Service 
upon the mother of the said 
child. (CT.43) ~ 
ze wrong position/ (Liquid 
etr01eum" gas has "a distinct 
dor, so it's a good idea to 
imiliarize yourself With it by  
pening a burner valve to take a 
rief whiff.) 
- Ask all passengers to wear 
re resistant fabrics, and save 
~e frilly dresses, fuzzy 
~eaters and nylon sleepwear 
~r home. 
- Furnish your vehicle with 
~rtains, carpeting and 
pholstery fabrics made of fire 
.=tardant material.  ~oo l  
bres, for instance, resist rapid 
am: spread. 
- Fire extinguishers ofeither 
carbon dioxide or dry 
~emica] type should be 
~ounted in easily accessible 
cations. When using an 
extinguisher, direct he spray at 
the base or origin of the fire. 
- If'passible, work out an 
emergency escape route, 
perhaps through one of the 
larger windows at the front and 
rear of the vehicle. And always 
keep a baseball bat on hand in 
case you need to break out a 
window and frame. 
Beyond these tips, says 
BCAA, follow the same fire- 
prevention guidelines you Would 
in your own home: 
Keep• everything clean, 
especially where grease may 
collect, don't overload circuits, 
protect wires where they must. 
pass over sharp edges and 
make sure that battery 
compartments are properly 
ventilated to avoid 
accumulations of • explosive 
gases. 
tIN THE MATTER OF THE 
i ESTATE OF KENNETH 
iALFRED MANNIX (aka 
i Kenneth Alfred BUTLER), Boomman, formerly of the District of Terrace, Province of British Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against he above Estate 
are required to send full 
particulars of such claims to 
Kenneth D. GRANT, Esq., of 
the firm of GRANT, EWERT & 
CO, Barristers and Solicitors; 
i4635 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
Brltlsh Columbia, on or before 
ilhe 30thday of June, 1971, after 
which date the Estate's assets 
wi l l  be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that have 
been received. " 
• .. GRANT, EWERT &CO.; 
BY Kenneth  D. GRANT 
(C.44) Solicitor 
, , "  ~ 
NOTICE TOCREDI+ORS . • ( 
i Es.fates of the folloWing 
deceased: Hlrey William 
IMcRAE, late of 5080 Imperial 
~St,, South Burnaby, Joseph 
~TRUDEN, late of Box 38, 
iMidway,' B.C. 
Creditors and other's having 
claims against the sal d estate 
ere hereby required to send 
]hem duly verified,' to the 
:PUBLIC TRUSTEE, '  635 
i:Bm:rard Street, VancOuver' ], 
B.C., before the l~lth;day.of . 
July, 1971i after .wh!ch date the 
assets of thesaid Estate :~111 be 
dlstrlbuted, hbvlng Lrega~d 6nly. 
to claims that 'have'  been 
received.. . " ";'- . .  ' .  
: . , OintonW. Foote':: 
• PUBklCTRUST~. E. (CT;49) '~ , 
  0,TO00el TOPOCS j 
Fishermen's "Possible" Kit 
Spring is supposed to be a 
warming time of the year, yet 
it isn't always the most pre- 
dictable seasor where weather 
? is concerned. 
Fishermen 
o f ten  f ind  
themse lves  
far from shel- 
ter when Bud- 
storms hit, or i i~  den spr ing  
;! i~;: cold winds  
cause a quick 
........ change in 
temperature. 
When this happens, says 
Red Fisher, fishing authority 
at Mercury outboards, its al- 
ways nice to have along the 
proper clothes to get warm- 
or dry, as the case m~/y be-  
and something to eat other 
than a cold sandwich. 
The best -way to have the 
proper provisions v hen you 
encounter inclement weather 
is to make a compact kit of 
what might be called "survival 
gear". 
Clothing is simple. A com- 
plete change is necessary, in- 
cluding jacket, dry socks and 
canvas shoes. Put in a towel. 
Add an over-sized, rain pon- 
cho. It will keep you dry bet- 
ter than a rain coat. A long- 
billed cap is helpful to keep 
rain from your eyes-especi- 
ally if you wear glasses and 
must use them to take your 
heat to shore or back to shel- 
ter. 
Food is simple, also. Put in 
a can of beef stew, corned beef 
hash or a similar one-dish 
meal. Puncture the top of the 
can and use au a pan for heat. 
ing when you want to eat the 
contents. 
A second item should be 
beef or bouillon cubes. Noth- 
ing perks up cold or wet fish. 
ermen better than a hot drink. 
How to heat your food is the 
next consideration. Modern 
propane - fueled one - burner 
stoves are small, don't require 
special handling and do a 
good job, Also put in. a coffee 
pot-with cups reside-two fiat 
metal plates, two each spoons 
and fores, and a can ~opener. 
Add dry containers of match. 
as, salt and coffee. 
i-Jiniwg   
Simpson Sears  is 
pleased, to announce 
the appointment o f  
Mr ,  Keith Tasa " 
as Sales iRepresentative 
for thier Terrace'istore. 
I . ' .!•In 
TERRACE HERALD. TI~,R~ACE B.C: 
w A 
m 
. :Victorious Clarence Michiel students how off 
their winnings for Terrace Herald photographer. 
.,From left to right is Wayne Hamilton, the 
captain of the boys team with the shield for the 
Clarence Michel takes: 
inter-school meet 
Clarence  Micb ie l  
Elementary School emerged 
victorious from last weekend's 
Elementary Inter-School Track 
and field meet held at Skeena 
Secondary. 
The event saw six local 
elementary schools battling it 
out for top spot. 
There were 250 athletes 
involved in the annual event. 
Final point standings for the 
boys saw Clarence Michiel with 
a total of 85 points; Cassie Hall 
in second place with 70 points, 
Uplands in third spot with a 48 
point total and Thornhill in 
fourth with 3336. 
Veritas and Copper Mountain 
were in fifth and sixth with 28 
and 11 points respectively. 
Clarence Michiel repeated 
their fnish in the Girls event, 
scoring a 66 point total to heat 
out the field. 
Cassie Hall again picked up 
second point finish with a 45 
while Tbornhill came up with a 
29-point effort for third spot in 
the standings. Uplands 
managed a point total of 25 for 
fourth spot, Veritas picked up 22 
points for third place and 
Copper Mountain rounded out 
the firied with 10 points. 
The combined point totals 
saw Clarence Miehiel out in 
front with 151 points, a 
convincing win because their 
nearest rival, Cassia Hall 
managed to pick up only 115 
tallies. 
• Uplands finished in third spot 
with a 73 point total. Thornhill 
was in fourth spot with 65 
points. 
Veritas and Copper Mountain 
finished in the last two spots: 
Veritas with 50 points and the 
Mountain team scoring o.niy 21 
points. 
Five of the athletes involved 
in the meet were named for' 
the i r  out -s tand ing  
performances. 
David Metzmeyer a Clarence 
Michiei Student was loaded for 
his ~oerformance in the under 10 
year old 200 meter race, the 11 
and under 400 meter race and 
the boys 10 high jump. 
A Cassie Hall student Micky 
Black was mentioned for hi§ 
accomplishments in the under 
13 years of age high jump, 100 
meter race and long jump.' 
Elana Digiovanni, a Veritas 
athlete, was recognized for her 
performances in'the.0nder 13, 
100 and 200 meter aces and the 
long jump and Thornhill's Scott 
Witke received similar 
recognitition for his 
boys, Rodney Place and Charlene WilsoD holding 
the combined point total award and the captain 
of the girls team Laurie Beausoltel with the 
shield the girls team won in the meet. 
. . . .  
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. . .  i:. Bob L~de l  "' :TALK 
Fasthalltsalwaysexciting, so I~s lmd a face lfft in the last few 'week:as  games are played 
come on out and pick a team. weeks. A new backstop; has Mondays, Wed. and. all day 
Give the fellows, a lift by been . ra i sed  and the .new Sundays. 
cheering for your favorite. The 
league promises* robe a'great 
success and with a little bit of 
help in the stands I 'm sure that 
it will he. If you are new in our 
town and want to play hall come 
on down to RiverSide any night 
there is a game and I 'm sure 
any one of the seven teams will 
give you a chance to prove 
yourself. 
The "Terrace Mens Senior 
Fasthall" league got underway 
last week with all teams in the 
league getting to swing the bat. 
Most of-the games were pretty 
close except for the French Club 
which is in, dire need of 
managing. ~ But  then further 
play will tell. 
The clubs are playing in the 
.sam elo~atiofi~ but the ballpark 
dugouts are in the process of ~ • 
being built. There is sitting - The~:e are seven teams in the 
roam for over 100 spectators 
and the parking facilities.are 
good. There are lhopes of 
opening up the concession stand 
again this year, with hot dogs, 
cokes, chips etc. for sale. The 
clubs are planning another 
tournament in the fall, so allthe 
money they can lay their hands 
on in the way of a silver 
collection will be greatly 
appreciated. Atleast one of the 
teams have" plans of 
representing'- Terrace in 
tournaments through the 
Province. e.g. Kamloops, Pr. 
George, Burns Lake and 
Kitimat to mention a few. SO 
come out and support your 
favorite team. You can watch 
a game most any night of the 
The. PRO'S NEST 
i by Vi Mckinnon 
Connie Cruuik~hank - Th.; girls The Pro's Nest column which 
over 13 long jump-Maria:  is published regularly in the 
Procaceini - V.; girls under 13 Herald was inadvertently 
shot put - Donna Keller - Cassie : omitted last issue. 
Hail; boys under 11 - bali throw : Here's a rundown Of activities 
Tim Keller. C.H.; boys over'13 at the Thornhili Golf and 
high jump - John Heighington -. Country Club. 
Up.; boys under 13 long jump - Starting Saturday, June 5th, 
MickyBlack-C.H.; hays under and everY second Saturday 
12 shot put. Mat Hull . Th. ; boys thereafter f ee golf lessons will 
under 10 hall throw - John be offered to junior golfers. 
McAlpine - E.T. Kenney; girls Lessons are open to all juniors 
c.m.; girls under 13 long jump - over age ten. 
Elena Digiovanni : V.; girls A nominal registration fee 
under 10 ball throw - Dtedre will help cover cost of prizes for 
Lacarte - Th.; girls under 13 hminr comnetitors. 
discus - Llanan Arnold-Smith; - There will be a Rotary Club 
C.M.;, girls under 12 ball throw Fun Tournament Wednesday, 
- Susan Ward - Th.; girls under for men only. The tourney will 
11 long jump - Gwen Waldie - pit members of the Thornhiil 
C.M.; boys under 10 long jjump Club against members of the 
- Bruce Deboer - Up.; girls Terrace Rotary Club. 
under 10 high jump - Pamela Next Saturday will be Ladies' 
Fun Day at the Spring Creek 
Shaw j- C.H.; Boys over 13 Golf Club and Thornhill golfers 
shotput - Steve t~hoquet't'e - are invited. 
C,M.; boys unde4 13 discus Saturday, June 12, wi l l  be a 
Garry Paulson - C.M.; boys mixed two-hall open tourney a{ 
under 12 high jump - Roland the club. Interested gotten 
Pellitier- V.; boys under 11 long may phone 635-2542 to register. 
jump Craig McIntyre . Up.; 
boys under 10 high jump- David 
Metzmeyer-C.M.; g i r l snnder l  WATCH FOR THE POSTERS 
~lpng,,.. jump ., Jeanne 
Rauschenberger - Th:; girls 13 
and Over shot put - Donna Keller 
-C.H.; girls under 12 high jump 
- Jackie Levesque - C.H.; girls 
under 12 'long jump - Jarian 
Watmaugh- C.H.; girls under 11 
high jump - Audry Weiler - Th.; 
boys lS and over discus - Claudy "Looking fo r  that  
Correia - C.M.; boys under 12 
long jump- Scott Witke - The; |ooond oar~" 
boys under 13 high jump-Micky 
Black - C.H. ;:boys undei, 11 'high 
jump-Scot t  Witke-Th.; boys L ! :&  D MOTORS "J 
over 13 long jumpRicl~ Martin'- HAS ON E FOR YOU . 
C.H.; girts over 13 high jump- .. IALL USED CARS UNDER 
Debbte Steffeson - C.H... -G.M. WARRANTY 
AROUND TOWN 
- JUNIOR ~GOL.:F~,~LF, SSONS =. 
FREE " . . .  
Open to boys ~/.d girls l0 years 
old and up. Phone Bill LaPlante 
63~2542. 
Terrace: team 
to Nan imo Uoroury 
A five membe/'Terrace female ' ~ ~ Ton Standard 
bowling.team wilIreprnsent the 
North west of./B.C, in the 1966 Buiok 
Provincial Finals" this weekend ' 
in Nanaimo. ~ La Sabre 
The team compirses Bonnie • Rebuilt• Front End 
Wasy]eski, Fran Behan, Sherry New Motor Tires, 
Hill, Ann Soney, and Eve A1 o 
Durenbach who won the area 
finals in Terrace and then took 
the regional finals in Prince 
Rupert late last Month. ~ 1~67 
The Nanaimo event, a B.C. I "" 
Festival of Sports affiliate, also 0hey, 
features Terrace bowler Henry ~ ~2 Ton 
Archibald who has entered the 
finals in the singles category. 
Archibald also won in Terrace 
and'Prince G e o r g e . . , , - ; . . _ ~  
achievements in the 100 meters 
and the long and high jump 
events for his age group. 
John Heighington of Uplands 
jumped 5'2" to break the record 
in the under 13 high jump and 
for his efforts was mentioned. 
The winners of the various 
races and field events were as 
follows: 
RELAY EVENTS: 
13oys 12 and over medley- 
Clarence Michiel; Boys under 
12 4 x 100 - Tbornhill; Girls 
under 12, 4 x 100 - Clarence 
Michiel; Boys 12 and over 4 x 
100 - Cassie Hall; girls 12" and 
over, 4 x 100 - Clarence Michiel; 
boys 1500 meter open - Rejean 
Pellitier Veritas; 
TRACK EVENTS: 
Girls 200 meters; 
13 and over-  Elan Digiovanni- 
V.; under 13-Annette Waters - 
V.; under 12 - Colleen •Cote - 
C.M.; under 11-  Monica 
Holubowski - Th.; Be 
Boys 100 meters; 
13 and over- John Heighington -~ 
Up.; under 13 - Micky Black - 
C.H.; under 12 - Jummy Larkin 
- C.H.; under 1t -Scott  Witke - 
Th.; under t0 Larry ~ 
Nordstrom, C.B~ ; 
Boys IJ00 meters; 
13 and over- Brian Ried - Cassia 
Hall; under 13 - John Magdaz - 
Up.; under '12 Daryli 
Bergrnann - C.H.; 
Girls 400 meters;. 
12 and over - Charlene Wilson, 
C.M. ; under 13 Laurie 
Beausoliel - C.M.; 
Boys 200 meters: 
pellitier - V.; under 13 - Rodney 
Place - C.M.; under 12 - J im 
Jensen -, C.MI; under 12 - J im 
Jensen - C.M.; under 11 - Ken 
Nelson, C.M. ', under I0 event -
David Metzmeyer - C.M. 
Girls I00 meters:. 
over 13 - Cathy Bergen - C.M.; 
under 13 - Elana Digiovanni- 
V.; under 12 - Pat Nowick -p 
Up.; under II - Diane Flury - 
Up.; under I0 - Pamela Shaw - 
C.H. 
Boys 400 meters: 
under 11 - Mervin Fege - C.M.; 
under I0 - David Metzmeyer - 
C.M.; 13 and over - Dick 
Pelletier-V.; under 13 - Rodney 
Place - C.M.; under 12 - Roland 
Pellitier - V. 
Girls 200 meters: 
under 1O Jeanne 
Rauschenberger - Thornhill. 
field events' 
Boys under 13 shotput -Gary  
Paulson - C.M.; girls under 12 
high jump - Marion Watmough - 
C.H.; girls under 12 ball throw - 
Rambler 
Automat ic  
 odp 




, Standard 6 cyl, 
Ul Ia'e 'El ' - '  i 'Holiday ,Trailer i • '~" foot' Gle,det 
81111L  6  ilLL FOR ' - ' '  [ / . /War ranty  T~0n ; 
'LIIB TT'S SLUE'; ] 
l'hisladvertisom'ent is 'not pUbifi;hed or dispiayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the GoVornmint of Briii;h' Colu~Sil : ~ ~ 4 ~ i o  / \]; i 
league this year and all of them 
are pretty.well balanced onL To 
date there has only been one 
score that was out e( sighL To 
makel the league look more 
colourful and more like a league 
a law was passed that all teems 
must wear. a uniform.. Of the 
new uniforms in thb-league, 
A&W-LakelSel Hotel Stands Out 
the meat with their black and 
orange colour. Mast of the other 
clubs are awaiting the arrival of 
their apparel from the..different 
sponsors.r The Ktnsm/m club 
assured me that they will have 
dazzling new uniforms to 
attract the attention of the 
many fans expected Out to cheer 
them on. It seems that the 
Terrace "Expose"  John's 
I 
JUNE S, 1971 • 2 p.m. - Every 
Second Saturday Thereafter 
This is an excellent 
opportunity to give your child 
golfing lessons from 
iprofessiona[golfng i structors. 
0nly $1.00 for your hamburger 
and prizes for golf competition. 
ALL JUNIORS WELCOME 
fromTerrace and district, even 
ff they belong to another golf 
course. 
Keep these dates in mind - 
JUNE 139h (Sunday) MIXED 
TWO BALL OPEN. Please 
register early. 
JUNE 5th - An invitation" has 
come from the Spring Creeek 
Ladies inviting all Thornhill 
Ladies to their FUN MATCH 
this Saturday at 10 a.m. Let's 
see a good turn-out for this 
.event. 
We still have a few extra 
Newsletters left, so if we missed 
sending you one please call the 
Club and we will get one out to 
you. This Newsletter gave you 
a complete list of all winnters at 
the SKEENA VALLEY OPEN. 
Excavating club are turning in 
their old blue and white for 
more up to date glad rags also. 
With all the sponsors ha:king 
the Shopping Center this year 
we are all awaiting the colour of 
their flashing.uniforrns. 
A small thought to keep in 
mind. . . "Remember,  a good 
sport is good for Sports". 
Mechinic shop 
for Caledonia l 
The Honourable W.A.C. 
Bennett, Chairman of Treasury 
Board, announced that 
approval had been given May 27 
by the Board to the Department 
of Education to award a 
contract for: 
School District 88 Skeena- 
Cassiar Caledonia Senior 
Secondary Addition (Power 
Mechanics Shop and ancillary) 
$101,631.00. 
Also to call tenders for: 
School Disctrict 88 Skeena- 
Cassiar Clarence Michiei 
E lementary Addition ~ (5 
Classrooms, l ib rary -  and 
ancillary) $230,500.00 
• •# n t S E R V e .n 
AUOTION 
CONTRACTOR'S  EQUI  PMENT 
• HOHDi¥, JUHE 21, 1971 
11:00 A,M.  (P .D.T . )  
TERRACE,  B .C .  
NOTICE:  Th is  sa le  is be ing  conducted  fo r  
FOSBERY BROS.  ENTERPRISES  LTD. ,  
SKOGLUND LOGGING LTD.  o f  Ter race  and  
BOB WHIT ING & SON LTD.  o f  K i t ;mat  and  
o thers .  
CRAWLER TRACTORS • . 1969 CAT DPG, s.n 6&47438, 
w-hyd. U. dozer w.tilt, Tube.Lok canopy; , i969 
CAT DSH, s.n 46A20156, w.hyd. U dozer w-tilt, Tube.Lok canopy • 1988 
CAT DSH, s.n 68A!114i w-hyd. 8A dozer w-twin tilt cylinders, Tube.Lok 
canopy; 1957 CAT DS, s.n 14AS66S, w.hyd. 8A dozer,canopy, winch; 
1967 CAT DTE, s.u 48A9619, w.hyd. 7A dozer w.twln tilt, Tube.Lok. 
canopy; 1967 CAT D7E, s-n 48A9135, w.hyd. 7A dozer, Tube.Lok 
canopy; 1966 CAT D7E, s-n 48A6891, w.hyd. 7A dozer, •Tube.L0k 
canopy; 19~6 CAT DTE, s.n 48A64U, w.hyd. 7A dozer, Tube.Lok 
~t?Pl~Y~963 CATaD?E,s'n40A2_~73,.w.hyd. 7A dozer, :/s canopy, 1962 
- - - ,  . . . . . . . .  , w-nya. ZA iozer; 2 -.1~4 CAT Die's, s-n's 
83A287 and 83A290, w.hyd. 6A dozers, canopy: 
WHEEL & CRAWLER LOADERS: 1967 CAT 9t~B, s-n $7H319, w- 
bucket; 1966 MASSEY FERGUSON NO. 470. i~  yd ;  1962 ALLIS. 
CHA LMERS TL14, s-n 1630; 1960 CAT 944, 2 yd.; 1060 TROJAN 204, s.n 
20@57; 1965 JOHN DEERE 2010, s-n 5368B (crawler): 
MQBILE CRANES: 1956 BAY.CITY 185T 23 ton, s-n 8110, w.851 pin 
boom, IS' jib, Wakeshao gas upper & lower; 1956 LORAIN MI10; esl 
6950: 
AIR EQUIPMENT: 1969 G.D. DFS00, Trec mounted; C.P. *S00 ROP; 
C.I.R. s00 CFM's; 1967 G.D. 150 Rote Screw; G.D. 0906 Air  Trac; JOY 
Air Trac: 
. . , . . .  
CAMI=EQUIPMENT: $' x 32'T.A Utililv Traller ; | ,  x 20, T.A Kitchen .' 
Diner; S' x 24' Office, wagon mounted: 
TRUCKS: 1966 I.H.C. 2OOQD T-A Dump; 1966 DODGE 100T ¥-A I~mp;- 
1965 GMC 980 T-A Dump; 1962 GMC 7013 T-A Dump; 1918 MACK 
MBS00 T.A C & C; 1961 MAcK B613 T.A Log Truck; 1914 I.H.C. t IN  T.-. 
A Flat Deck w.Hiab Crone; 1970 FORD 250 (4 x 4) O;ew Cab; 4 - 1919 
I.H.C. 1200 (4 x 4) Pickups; 1966 I.H.C. 1200 (4 x 4) Pickup; 1944 I.H.C. 
R210 T.A Tractor; 1951 I.H.C. R210 T-A Tractor; 1947 LH.C. |6N {S x 
6) All Wheel DriVe, Flat Deck; 1948 I.H.C. (4 x 6 ) T-A TrlKk W-Hiab 
Crane: .. ., ' . . . 
- . . . j  
• TRAILERS: i910 LACROSSE i0 fen 10' Lowboy; COLUMBIA 18 t~.  
T.A Log Trailer;.. 1952. COLUMBIA SO ton T.A Lowboy, 19j 
COLUMBIA 30 ton T.A Lowboy: ' . ,  , ",',-', ,, • 
MISCELLANEoUs-TIl~her.Tuter FOrklift; Tlmh*r-~'0ter T.TSK 3NI 
Sklddel~; Puwellhifl WINCHES; 3 .  DI~A'I, 6 - DTH'I'~ & D/F'S i '2  - ' 
O6C'$; PETTIBONE'MULIKEN Model 154D LOg Loada¢,'isal 15~:~ 
CAT NO. 12 Motor Grader, s-n ITI60t) GALLON 110 Motor (h'ader;:s.n ':. 
MDI7406; :'. EUCLID ,'IT.DT Belly.. Dump, .*• k I~  . L"  "lTDTI:IgI; I:  
WESTMINSTER I~00 Spa¢ al D.D.HolI9; HOBART $00'ump V/eider;* 'i 
MILLER300 ]imp Weld6r; GORMAN RUPP&,  Pump, ![new); ?i.-T 
Trailer Mounted Tanks. SO0 i l l .  to 2O00 gal.; ROANOKM TI=10 Tres} 
Shearer; Brush Blade= for i)4 & D01 No, 9 Perahelogram Ripper'/ 
Hydraulic 9A dozer; ISAACSON Log Arches. :i•': , , -,, ~/,~•/% , ,  ;, 
SaleSite Phones (404)4..444,1. *':'r' "' ~ / /:%1 "' ~i' : ,:.~ 
~$,.444~, 635..4448 . . ' ' . ' " "."~ ~ .: ~ 
ed q 
X~. OIBIBI. ~, i I 
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TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
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, THURSDAY, JUNE 3. 1971 
Terrace Herald photographer Rudy 
Haugeneder was on hand throughout 
the l l th Annual Downtown Lion's 
Loggers Sports .Day to capture these 
action shots of the competitions 
• ' . i .  
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